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ABSTRACT
Seismic velocity analysis software was developed. The main program was 
written in FORTRAN77 and mounted on a SUN workstation. Options for the 
users include three types of time correction (reflection, refraction, and continuous 
velocity increase with depth) and five methods to compute the coherency 
coefficient value (semblance, energy normalised crosscorrelation sum, statistical 
normalised crosscorrelation sum, unnormalised crosscorrelation, and the mean 
amplitude summation). Four S-Macros were written to display the results in the 
form of contour lines, window peak power, maximum coherency coefficient, and 
velocity spectrum. The software was tested using synthetic and field data. Two 
sets of field data were used, the first was recorded for this project using blasts at 
Newburgh quarry as the source and was called dataset A. The second was data 
from the South West England Seismic Experiment (SWESE) and was called 
dataset B.
Results obtained, by the software, from dataset A match that of the regression 
analysis showing two segments of velocities, the first with 5.24 km/s at time inter­
cept of 0.02 s and the second at greater offsets with a velocity of 4.55 km/s at a 
time intercept of -0.01 s. Some results, of dataset B, obtained by the software 
confirm a previous interpretation of the data while some other did not.
It was concluded that the software could be a useful support tool in guiding 
or confirming other methods of interpretation, but that the conditions of use had to 
be carefully evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the project was to design seismic velocity analysis software 
which would correct the arrival time of seismic data according to an assumed 
travel time function using one of three expressions, as requested. Then, a 
coherency coefficient value is computed employing one of five methods. Finally, 
the results would be displayed, in the time-velocity domain, in four types of plots.
A large volume of synthetic seismic data was constructed for this project to 
test the performance of the software in dealing with common cases of events.
Testing the software on field data followed two paths. One profile was 
recorded specifically for this project in simple area which has been well studied. 
The software was tested also on a pre-existing sparse wide-angle data to examine 
the benefits of the software for such data.
In the first chapter a general review of principles and theories used will be 
discussed. A description of the software will be presented in chapter two. Chapter 
three will deal with synthetic trace tests. In chapter four, the acquisition and digiti­
sation of the test field data will be presented. Chapter five will discuss results 
obtained from these field data. Finally, conclusions and recommendations will be 
given in chapter six. For ease of reference, the numerous figures of chapters three, 
four, and five are placed at the end of each chapter.
Chapter 1
GENERAL REVIEW : PRINCIPLES AND THEORY
1.1. Introduction
Seismic data processing has grown very rapidly as a branch of time series 
analysis during the last twenty-five years with the help of computers. All steps of 
processing have been affected. Many factors outwith the processing stage may 
affect the results of processing strongly: for example, field acquisition parameters 
and equipment, geological conditions, environmental and demographic restrictions.
The aim of seismic processing is to detect and extract signals from a seismo- 
gram which are related to the subsurface structure, and to eliminate (or suppress) 
all other signals, commonly known as noise. Noise is generated by seismic equip­
ment, nonseismic sources or passing through other than the desired path (Silver­
man 1967).
Signals can be expressed in two forms as a time function: continuous, 
representing the amplitude of the signal as a function of time ( analogue form), or 
as a series of numbers each of which represents the amplitude of the signal at 
equal increments of time (digital form). The process of converting from analogue 
to digital form is called "digitisation" (Robinson & Treitel 1964, Silverman 1967).
In the processing stage, which is the middle stage between recording the data 
in the field and interpreting it to obtain useful geological information, many tech­
niques can help to achieve the task. These include filtering, stacking, velocity 
analysis, trace corrections, migration, common depth point composition, plotting,
(e.g. Silverman 1967, Dobrin 1976).
Velocity analysis, in exploration seismology, is well known and widely 
employed for reflected events. In this project it was employed for direct and 
refracted, as well as reflected, events. That was accomplished by employing 
different expressions to correct the time of the data before computing coherency 
coefficients.
Aspects of velocity analysis, which is the aim of this project, will be dis­
cussed. Theoretical background will be summarized for time corrections and 
coherency measures employed in this work. Frequency filtering, which was used 
as a pre-velocity analysis option, will be presented briefly.
1.2. Velocity studies
In situ velocity can be determined either by a borehole sonic log, which 
represents direct measurement of the velocity with which a seismic wave travels in 
the earth as a function of depth, or from seismic data, which provide an indirect 
measurement of velocity. Velocity is an important parameter in seismic process­
ing and controls the processing quality (Al-Sadi 1980). In the seismic method 
three types of ray path exist by which energy may travel from a near-surface 
source to a receiver on the surface (Kearey & Brooks, 1984).
[1] Direct : in which the energy travels directly, in a straight line, from the 
source to the receiver. It is the first arrival at offsets less than the "cross 
over" distance, which is the offset distance where the direct ray is overtaken 
by a refracted ray.
[2] Refracted : in which the energy travels obliquely down and meets an inter­
face at the critical angle, the angle of incidence for which the refracted ray 
grazes the surface of contact between the two media (Sheriff 1968), travels 
along the interface and returns to the surface at the same critical angle.
[3] Reflected : in which the energy travels down to an interface and is reflected
back to the surface. There must be a difference in the acoustic impedance, 
the product of density and compressional velocity, of the layers either side of 
the interface.
Velocity may be expressed in a variety of ways :
[1] Apparent Velocity : the reciprocal of the gradient of the travel-time curve.
[2] Interval Velocity: the velocity of a seismic wave in a single homogeneous 
layer
[3] Average Velocity : the mean velocity of the wavelet averaged over travel 
time, and used to convert from travel-time to depth.
[4] Normal Moveout Velocity : the velocity used to calculate the normal 
moveout.
[5] Root Mean Square Velocity : the weighted root mean square of layer interval 
velocities, the weights being determined by the thickness of the layer.
[6] Stacking Velocity : the velocity which gives the optimum stack, or the 
highest coherency measure, when used for NMO correction.
1.3. Velocity Analysis
Velocities estimated from seismic data require data at different non zero 
offsets. Thus seismic waves arrive at different detectors at different travel times, 
which is the interval between the shot instant and the arrival of the energy at a 
receiver (Sheriff & Geldart, 1982). Using estimated seismic velocities one can 
correct travel time to that at a reference offset which, in this study, is taken to be 
at zero distance. The necessary correction is henceforth referred to as "Time 
correction".
1.3.1. Time Corrections
The goal of time correction, in this work, is to remove from seismic traces
that time difference caused by offset differences. Summation, following such 
correction, of the traces in an array will lead to enhancement of any signal cross­
ing the array with the parameters specified in the correction formula (see below). 
Hence velocity analysis can be earned out on the dataset.
Three expressions for reflection, refraction, and continuous velocity increase 
with depth, were used in this project to compute time correction.
[1] Time Correction for Reflection data :
Time correction for such data is widely known as Normal Move Out (NMO). 
Consider the simple case of a single horizontal layer (Fig. 1.1).
Surface
Reflector
R
Fig. 1.1 Time correction (NMO) geometiy, for reflection data.
The travel time along the ray path from the source S to the reflection point 
R then to detector D is Tx and the travel time equation as a function of offset, 
using Pythagoras Theorem, is
(1 -D
where
T0 is two way normal travel time to the reflector
X  is the offset
V is the velocity of the medium above the reflector
So the travel time curve as a function of the offset for single horizontal 
reflector is a hyperbola (eq. 1-1), the equation velocity may be referred to as the 
NMO velocity and (as stated above) is equal to that of the layer. In the case of a 
dipping layer the NMO velocity is the velocity of the layer divided by the cosine 
of the dip angle (Levin 1971, Montalbetti 1971). In the case of horizontal multi­
layer strata (Fig. 1.2),
(1-2)
i=  1
d-3)
E v« *i
TxO JI d-4)
where
Vj is the interval velocity at i-th layer
dt is the thickness of i-th layer
-  6 -
 - - ----------------  X
Fig. 1.2 Straight ray analysis in a horizontally layered medium (after Taner & Koehler 
1969).
tt is the two-way travel time within the i-th layer
x is the offset
Ton is the two-way normal travel time to the base of n-th layer 
Va<n is the average velocity to the base of n-th layer
Assuming that a wavefront travels along the shortest path ( distance ) 
between the source, reflector and the receiver the travel time is given by,
According to Fermat’s principle, the wavefront will travel along the shortest 
time path (Fig. 1.3). Thus the arrival time at a receiver at offset X from the 
energy source after travelling to an interface n is given by the infinite series :
where the coefficients C u C2, C 3, . . . .  depend on layer thickness and the inter­
val velocity (see appendix A of Taner & Koehler 1969). They showed that
d-5)
Tin = c x + C 2X 2 + C3X4 + . . . + CjX 2i~2 + . . . d-6 )
d-7)
(1-8)
d-9)
where
-  8 -
Fig.1.3 Snell’s Law ray analysis in a horizontally layered medium (after Taner & 
Koehler 1969).
-  9
£  V ^~3)dk (1-10)
k =1
where m = 1, 2, 3,
Taner & Koehler explain that C 3 is always negative except when 
Vj = v2 = v3 = . . . = vn then its value is zero and that the convergence of eq. 1-6  
has been found to be quite rapid for all values of X of interest, therefore the first 
two terms give sufficient accuracy for practical purposes in a great many cases. So 
the travel time equation may be expressed as
TX2 = C 1 + C 2*2 (1-11)
i=k 2  ^
= ( £ ' / ) + - r — * 2 (!-12)
£  4 v*2
X J (1-13)
where Vn is the apparent time weighted velocity and is the same velocity as 
given by Dix (1955), commonly known as the root mean square velocity :
i=n
, 2 ,£
=1____
i= n
z *
(1-14)
*= 1
where v, is the interval velocity of the i-th layer.
For areas of gentle dip the time correction can be computed reasonably accu­
rately by
-  1 0 -
where
6 Tn = Tx,n - T 0tn (1-16)
Taner & Koehler (1969) confirmed that experiments using different dips and 
interval velocities indicate that arrival time distance relations remain nearly hyper­
bolic. Because of that they suggest that in the dipping bed cases NMO corrections 
should be applied just as they would be in horizontal bed areas. In the same 
manner Yilmaz (1987) mentioned that, by making the spread small and assuming 
small dips, moveout is hyperbolic for all cases and given by:
Al-Chalabi (1973) proved that the time produced by a two term truncation of 
eq. 1-6 is always greater than the true travel time, except where the ground is 
homogeneous then they will be equal. According to that rms velocity estimated 
using travel time computed by eq .(l-ll) is less than true velocity.
May & Straley (1979) mentioned that Taner & Koehler’s second order poly­
nomial works well for the bulk of seismic reflection data analysis. However, for 
ray tracing, depending critically on accurate knowledge of moveout curves for cal­
culations of interval velocity and depth, and for high resolution data they suggest 
the use of higher-than second order orthogonal polynomials, whose coefficients are 
determined independently to compute the travel time.
Since paths to far receivers are more oblique and relatively more high velo­
city material is encountered than along paths to nearer receivers, so velocity spec­
tra for far traces exhibit higher stacking velocity than the nearer traces for a given 
reflection event, (Taner et al. 1970). In this case, where NMO equation is a 
hyperbolic function, the value of ST required will vary from sample to sample.
-11  -
That will cause a frequency deformation, called NMO stretching. The effect of 
NMO stretching becomes large when the rate of NMO (8 T / T0 ) is large, in other 
words it is large at large offsets and shallow times, see (Fig. 1.4). To overcome 
such disadvantage, in this work, the window length was fixed for near and far 
traces (D. K. Smythe 1989, pers. comm.).
Equation 1-17 was used, in this work, to correct the data for reflection events 
before coherency coefficient measures.
[2] Time Correction for refraction data :
The basis of the refraction method has been discussed by many authors (e.g. 
Dobrin 1976, Sheriff & Geldart 1982, Kearey & Brooks 1984). Consider the case 
of two homogeneous layers where the velocity of each layer is constant and the 
velocity of the lower layer is greater than that of the upper one. The ray path of a 
direct wavefront travelling from near surface source S to receiver R will be SR, 
while for a refracted wavefront traveling from the source S to the receiver R will 
be SABR (Fig. 1.5). The direct wavefront will travel with velocity equal v x and 
the refracted with velocity equal Vx from S to A and from B to R and with 
velocity equal V2 from A to B. Therefore the total travel time, for the direct will 
be T = Tsr ,
Tsr= 4 -  (1-18)v 1
where
X is the offset
Vi is the velocity of the first layer
and for the refracted wavefront will be,
A m plitude
0.0 r
A m plitude
A A  NMO stretching using eq.1-17 with offset 3.0 km 
A) before NMO correction, B) after correction.
-  13 -
T -  Tsa + Tm  + TBR d-19)
If the interface is horizontal, then Tsa = Tbr .
The refracted headwave which travels along the described ray path satisfies 
Snell’s law, applied to critical refraction :
where
0, Vt as above.
Z is  the depth o f  the interface  
X  is  the o ffse t
Therefore, on a graph of travel time vs. distance (Fig. 1.6), a plot of a 
refracted arrival has the form :
Snell's Law d-20)
Alternatively,
d-21)
where
0 is  the critical angle
Vi is the velocity of the i-th layer
Travel time can be computed by the expression,
(1-22)
or
(1-23)
(1-24)
-  14 -
X
R
Vi<
V-
Fig. 1.5 Ray path of a direct and a refracted wavefront in a two layer case with 
homogeneous layers and horizontal interface.
<D
B
H
Distance
Fig. 1.6 Time-distance curve for a two layer earth.
-  15 -
where v, is the observed (apparent) velocity of the refracting medium and r, is 
the intercept on the time axis, which can be computed by
2 Z Vv2 -  v?7 =---------1------- L (i-25)
Vi v2
While the depth of the refractor, Z, is given by,
Ti vj v 2
Z = — t1’26)2  vv2 -  v?
Equations of travel time in cases of more than two layers are available in 
many textbooks. The travel time required for a headwave to travel from the 
source to an offset x can be computed by,
Tx =J, +ST Xm (1-27)n n
8T, =—  (1-28)
" »,•
where
x is the offset
^ is the velocity of the i-th layer
In this work, we are concerned with the basic equation of time correction, 
ST = TX - T l , where Tx is the total travel time, to receiver at an offset x, and 7’, is 
the time intercept. In Figure 1.7 tig is the time intercept of the direct arrivals 
(travels through the first layer) and equal to zero always, and tl2 are the time 
intercept of first and second interface, respectively. While 5/,o, 5^i and 5tx are 
the time correction of offsets x0, xx and x2 consequently. Equation 1-27 was used, 
in this project, to correct the data for direct and refraction events before the meas-
-  16 -
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urement of the coherency coefficient.
[3] Time Correction for Continuous Velocity Increase :
In some areas the direct arrivals travelling through the first layer will form a 
curve on the time-distance plot, instead of a straight line. This indicates that the 
subsurface velocity is varying with depth. This is a common feature in the Mid­
land Valley (Davidson 1986, Dentith 1987 and Kamaliddin 1988), where trial data 
were acquired for this work. The ray paths and time-distance curve for a linear 
velocity increase with depth are illustrated in Fig. 1.8. This Figure shows that the 
ray path in this case will describe arcs of circles and the deepest point is known as 
its turning point (Kearey & Brooks 1984).
Travel time equations exist for a variety of velocity-depth functions. For a 
linear increase with depth,
where
V0 is  the v e lo c ity  at the surface  
Z is  the depth
A' is a constant represents the increase in velocity per unit depth 
V is the velocity at depth Z
The maximum depth reached for a circular ray, see Fig. 1.8, to an offset X
V = V0 + K  Z (1-29)
is,
'max. d-30)
and the total travel time is,
d-31)
-  18 -
Time,
- — sinh~r -~~
K 2vb
Distance, X
Line o f centers
f Surface f 
o f earth-' t
Fig. 1.8 Ray paths and time-distance curves for linear increase of velocity with depth 
(after Dobrin 1976).
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Since, in this case, the correction is achieved for a special type of the direct 
arrivals the correction time value is the entire travel time
The general form of the time correction :-
T0 = T X - 8 T  (1-32)
5T is obtained from (eq. 1-17 for reflection, eq. 1-27 for direct and refraction, and
eq. 1-31 for continuous velocity increase with depth) to correct the data to remove
the effect of the difference in the offsets, before computing a coherency
coefficient. This is repeated over the required range of velocities.
1.3.2. Coherency measurements
In velocity analysis the aim of coherency (degree of match) measures is to 
determine how well a time correction process will fit a path (Fig. 1.9). In turn, 
the parameters of a best fit time correction can be used as attributes of an 
observed arrival across the receiver array. In this project hyperbolic (reflection) 
and straight line trajectories (direct and refracted), were considered, as a function 
of T0 and V.  For the case of velocity increase with depth K  and V0 were con­
sidered. Different forms of coherency measure exist. Five expressions were 
tested and employed in this project to achieve the computation of the coherency 
coefficient after applying time correction to the data : unnormalised crosscorrela­
tion (Schneider & Backus 1968), energy normalised crosscorrelation, statistical 
normalised crosscorrelation sum (Neidell & Taner 1971), semblance (Taner 
Koehler & 1969) and mean amplitude summation (Garotta & Michon 1967).
A coherency measure will give a maximum value if the signal was corrected 
properly before the coherency computation, i.e for the optimum combination of T0 
and V or K  and Vs used in time correction.
Each digitised seismic trace may be defined as f itj where i is the trace
-  20  -  
Veloc i ty  Spectra
Dis ta nce  R M S  Ve lo c i ty
(C.C.)<u
6 
*4—*
Distance Apparent Velocity
>■
(C.C. )
3
?
Fig. 1.9 Schematic velocity spectra for A) reflection data and B) refraction data 
(modified after Taner & Koehler 1969). These diagrams show the trajectories 
involved in calculating coherency coefficients, here for a range of velocities with 
a fixed time intercept ( 7',). The window, or time gate, illustrated in A shows con­
ceptually the portion of data on one of the traces used to calculate the coefficient 
for a given trajectory (here 2).
* The resulting variation in coherency coefficient (C.C.) is shown on the right.
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number and j is the sample number, such that f itJ is the amplitude of the j-th 
sample in the i-th trace. Assume a coherent signal crossing M number of 
traces following a lag path. A time gate (window) of length N+l samples may 
be considered, such that its samples are symmetrically distributed around an index 
sample K in a trace. The coherency measures utilised can be expressed as follows
[1] Mean Amplitude Summation ( MAS ) : as a coherency measure MAS is given 
by,
i=M i j=k+Qtl 2)
CCMAS = Z  X f i j  (1-33)
The above expression can be normalised in terms of absolute amplitude vari­
ation to give a unity value if all traces involved in the computation have the same 
phase and zero if they are completely out of phase.
\CCMAS
CCmrm, = — -------- — --------  (1-34)
i=M j=k+{N!2)
X f i j
j=k-{N!2)
[2] Unnormalised crosscorrelation : is used as a coherency measure in many 
applications such that for each combination (T0 and V, or K  and Vs ) a zero 
lag crosscorrelation sum is computed to give a coherency measure. An unnor­
malised crosscorrelation sum for M traces is computed by expression (1-35).
p= M -1 i=M-P  1 j=k+(N/2)
CC unnorm. = X X T7TT" X (1"35)
l ,= i y v + i  j= k-(N I2)
- 22 -
where p is trace index units apart.
Neidell & Taner (1971) emphasised that "The unnormalised crosscorrelation 
sum of [eq.(l-35)] is exactly equivalent to half an energy difference, or
j=k+(N 12) p = M -1 i= M -P
Z Z Z fijf(i+p)j
j= k-(N /2 ) p=  1 i= l
i j=k+(N/2)
= j  Z M Z f i j t - Z f i j  I- d-36)
z  j= k-(N /2)
They pointed out that "the unnormalised crosscorrelation sum [is] equal to 
half the difference between an output energy and the gate input energy". They also 
mentioned that "the unnormalised crosscorrelation sum of [eq. 1-35] is exactly 
equivalent to [eq. 1-36]". However, we would like to mention here that it was 
found that, for the same input traces using exactly the same number of samples, 
computing the value of the unnormalised crosscorrelation sum by eq. 1-36 is 
greater than by eq. 1-35 by a factor of N+l.
[3] Normalised crosscorrelation sum : The normalised form for eq. (1-35), from 
a statistical approach, is given by
f i j  f i + p jr r   ___ - ____  V V V ------------- J J  PJ-------------  n -37i
m (m - i) j=k%,2) %  h  , 2 2)
V  L  J i J  L  j  (i+p)J
V j=k-(NI2) j=k-(N/2)
Neidell & Taner (1971) developed an alternative normalisation for the
crosscorrelation. They used the trace average energy and a constant
times the common trace input energy (which is the output value of eq. 1-36 when 
input amplitudes are equal) to normalise eq. 1-36. Then the energy normalised 
crosscorrelation sum would be,
- 23 -
j=k+(NI2) \ i=M Y  i=M ]
£  Z / ; 4 - Z / ; 2y
cc -  i=k~(NI2) L I i=1 J i=1 J n  ™K' K'»orm. j= k+ (p /2 )i= M  I 1 0 0 -1
(M -  1) £  £  f i2j
j= k-(N /2) i =1
Computationally eq. 1-38 requires -y  less multiplications than eq. 1-37.
Moreover eq. 1-37 will give unit correlation even when the rms amplitude of a 
signal is varying from trace to trace, provided its phase and shape are identical, 
whereas eq. 1-38 is sensitive to amplitude differences. The output value of eq. 1- 
37 will vary in the range of -1< CC <1, while that of eq. 1-38 will be in the
range ttV  ^ CC < 1.M —l
[4] Semblance : is defined to be a normalised output/input energy ratio, and is 
often used in multi-channel seismic reflection velocity analysis as a 
coherency measure. It was introduced by Taner and Koehler (1969).
The ratio of output/input energy along a time period, N+l, is defined by eq. 
(1-39).
j=kM.N!2) [ i=M Y
Z  Z /.v_ L ■=] J n
13 ~  j=k+W I2) i=M  V '
Z  Z  f h
j= K -(N /2) i=  1
For M identical of traces,
J=k+(N12)
M Z  f i j  -  i
s -  /-MW3___   M (1-40)
“  j=k+Qt/2) , V }
M Z  f i j
j= k-(N /2)
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Thus a normalised form of eq. 1-39 is,
d-41)j=k+(N/2)i=M
j= K -(N I2) i= l
Semblance has values in the range 0 < S < 1. It will exhibit a unity value if 
the signal of all traces have the same phase and amplitude (are identical) and zero 
if they are totally out of phase. Semblance is related to the energy normalised 
crosscorrelation sum by eq.( 1-42).
In the case of a simple linear signal-noise model, assuming that the noise 
sum over all traces at any time is zero, Neidell & Taner (1971) showed that the 
semblance coefficient will be the ratio of signal energy to the total energy.
1.4. Frequency Filtering
Filtering is a process by which a given input signal is converted to an output 
signal. The operator that transforms the input signal into an output signal is called 
a "filter" (Kulhanek 1976). A common measure for the filtering capacity, the 
effect of the filter, is the filter response for an impulse input (Fig. 1.10) (Al-Sadi 
1980).
A digital filter is represented by a series of weighting coefficients, and its 
output is obtained by convolving the digitised input trace with the weighting 
coefficients (Robinson & Treitel 1980).
CC.CTOS d-42)
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A filter can be considered as a part of a system which discriminates against 
some of the information entering it. The discrimination can be on the basis of fre­
quency, wavelength, moveout or other bases of discrimination (Sheriff 1968).
Digital filtering applications in geophysical data processing are very often to 
improve signal to noise ratio ( s/n ), which is the energy of a desired event 
divided by all remaining energy (noise) at that time (Sheriff 1968), or otherwise to 
improve the signal character (Kearey & Brooks 1984). The term, filtering, must 
be qualified : for example, band-pass filtering, anti-alias filtering, velocity filtering 
and so on. Filter design may be dependent or independent of data. In data 
independent filters, such as frequency filters, the filter operator is not derived from 
the data to be filtered. In the case of data dependent filtering, such as Wiener 
filtering, the characteristics of the filter are derived from the data to be filtered 
(Hatton et al. 1986).
Filters, in general, have a disadvantage in that they necessarily distort the 
shape of the signal. In particular the pulse is lengthened and, moreover, its phase 
is shifted, that is, characteristics such as crests and troughs are displaced in time 
(Parasnis 1979). The application of a frequency filter in frequency or time domain 
yields identical results. In practice, the time domain approach is favoured, because 
convolution involving a short array, such as a filter operator, is more economical 
than doing Fourier transforms (Yilmaz 1987).
The concept of the Fourier transform is that any arbitrary function can be 
represented by simple trigonometric series. In other words, any time series, such 
as a seismic trace, can be uniquely and completely described as a sum of 
sinusoids, each with a unique peak amplitude, frequency and phase-lag. This con­
cept is illustrated in Fig. 1.11. The continuous amplitude and phase spectra in A 
were divided into sixteen individual sinusoidal waves of different frequency and 
phase (B) and the sum of these waves is shown by the waveform in C.
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spike input output = impulse response
Fig. 1.10 The impluse response of a filter (after Kearey & Brooks 1984).
c-
Amplitude
density
Frequency
Phase angle Frequency
C)
Fig. 1.11 Fourier representation of a seismic wave: A) amplitude and phase spectrum. 
B) sinusoidal waves having amplitudes and time shifts corresponding to the spec­
tra in (A). C) simple stacking of the waves in (B). (after Anstey 1970).
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Two properties of the noise used commonly as a basis for separating it from 
the signal are its frequency and apparent velocity. Frequency filtering can be car­
ried out on a single trace. Filtering based on apparent velocity requires the use of 
multi-channel data.
In frequency filtering the greater the difference between desired and 
unwanted frequencies the better they can be separated by filtering (Silverman 
1967). This kind of filter is designed on an arbitrary basis of passing or rejecting 
specific frequencies. The aim will be to remove high amplitude noise, such as 
ground roll or wind noise, that occurs at frequencies different to those the of the 
signal (Hatton et al. 1986).
The time domain representation of a zero-phase band-limited wavelet can be 
used to filter a seismic trace, such that the output trace contains only those fre­
quencies that make up the wavelet, by convolving the described wavelet and 
seismic trace. The coefficients of the operator are the individual time samples (Yil- 
maz 1987).
Frequency filters are described in terms of their form of frequency response 
(Fig. 1.12). The low pass, or high cut-off, filter will pass only frequencies less 
than a defined frequency (cut-off frequency) and reject other frequencies. The 
band pass filter will allow all frequencies within the pass band to transmit without 
any distortion and to infinitely attenuate frequencies outside that band. A high pass 
filter, also known as a low cut-off filter, will allow all frequencies greater than the 
cut-off frequency to pass without any distortion and reject other frequencies. Usu­
ally a seismic trace contains unwanted noise at frequencies lower and higher than 
the signal, so band pass filtering is widely used in seismic data processing. Band 
pass filtering is performed at different stages in seismic data processing for 
different purposes. It is useful before computing cross correlations during con­
struction of velocity spectrum for improved velocity picking.
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fc F Ff.
(A) (B)
A
(C)
A
fc F
(D)
Fig. 1.12 Frequency response of frequency filters: A) band-pass, B) notch, C)
high-pass filter, D) low-pass .
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From the above it appears that designing a frequency filter can be done by 
defining the desired amplitude spectrum for the filter operator with the cut-off fre­
quencies, known as the boxcar amplitude spectrum (eq. 1-43).
where f x , f 2 are the cut off frequencies.
Such an operator is infinitely long for an ideal frequency filter and, therefore, 
it must be truncated for practical use as a convolution operator. Representing a 
boxcar with a finite number of Fourier coefficients will cause ripples in the 
wavelet and the actual amplitude spectrum will have ringy character, known as the 
Gibbs phenomenon.
The ripples of an operator also depend on the property of frequency filters:
[1] The broader the bandwidth, the more compressed the filter operator, i.e. 
fewer coefficients are required.
[2] The smaller the bandwidth ratio the greater ripples. Bandwidth ratio is the 
ratio of high-cut to low-cut frequency. In other words for two passbands hav­
ing the same bandwidth, the one with a smaller bandwidth ratio will have an 
operator with greater ringyness .
Gibbs phenomenon is undesirable for two reasons; firstly some of the fre­
quencies in the pass-band are amplified while others are depressed, secondly some 
of the rejected frequencies, on both sides, are passed. Therefore the band-pass 
must be defined as a trapezoid, a boxcar with slopes assigned on both sides, and it 
is recommended that a gentler slope be assigned on high-frequency side relative to 
the low-frequency side of the band-pass (Bracewell 1965, Hatton et al 1986, Yil- 
maz 1987).
1 /1 < /  < f 2
0 elsew here , G-43)
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Frequency filters are useless if the desired signal and noise have a similar fre­
quency content. In this case one must use another kind of filter called the 
optimum filter, also referred to as least squares or Wiener filter, to achieve the 
separation of signals in the seismic record (Robinson & Treitel 1964).
■ e-.e : ;• A c  a ;
r e A  A l c e t  a n d  t i A - e  u n e r .  A  A  
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Chapter 2 
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
2.1. Introduction
This project was concerned with the analysis of digitised seismic traces (i.e. 
time series data), assuming that the signal of interest appears on a group of traces 
at different offset and travel times. In this chapter the software written for this 
project is described. All programs and subroutines written for the project are listed 
in Appendix 1.
The main program and all subroutines were written using the FORTRAN 77 
programming language, since it is the most widely employed programming 
language in the field of time series analysis. Figure 2.1 shows the organisation of 
the software which was designed to correct the arrival time of the seismic data 
for an assumed travel time function, and then to compute a coherency coefficient 
and, finally, to plot the results using the "S" software package. Software operation 
can be split into five sections : reading and checking, frequency filtering 
(optional), time correction, coherency coefficient measurements and display.
2.2. Reading and checking:
The program reads all processing parameters requested from a control system 
file and checks for any incorrect input. It then reads, from the same file, the names 
of the files containing the seismic data to be processed. The program was designed 
to read GLAMK2 seismic data files digitised on the PDP-11/23 PLUS at the Geol-
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M A C R O  ?p!ocon  
plots contour lines 
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including colouring option)
Fig.2.1 Software organisation diagram, dashed lines represent optional functions.
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ogy and Applied Geology Department, Glasgow University. However, it can also 
read GEOSTORE seismic data files digitised on the Global Seismology digitising 
system at the British Geological Survey and MARS seismic data files digitised at 
University College, Cardiff.
2.3. Frequency filtering:
This is an optional stage allowing the user to apply a frequency filter to the 
seismic data. The objective of frequency filtering is to improve s/n ratio.
Filtering of the seismic data requires the construction of a filter operator, 
which can be designed to fulfil the requirements of the user by the "FWFIR" filter 
design package. The "FWFIR" package was designed to write, after construction, 
the desired filter operator to a system file called "fwkl", which our software will 
read and convolve with each input seismic trace. The "FWFIR" package and all 
subroutines utilised to filter the data in this software are available in the "geophy­
sical computer library" on the departmental computer at the Geology and Applied 
Geology Department, Glasgow University. The "FWFIR" package is capable of 
designing low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band stop filters. In each case 
different types of window can be applied.
2.4. Time correction:
Time correction is achieved, at this stage, using one of three expressions pro­
vided, according to the option requested in the control file. Eq. 1-17 was used to 
correct data for reflected events, eq. 1-27 for refracted events. For continuous 
velocity increase with depth cases eq. 1-31 was used. The time correction value, 
for reflected and refracted events, will be computed once, at the centre of the win­
dow, for each combination of T0 and V. In the case of continuous velocity 
increase time correction will be computed at zero time for each K  and V0 combi­
nation, where K  is the velocity gradient and V0 is the surface velocity. The next 
step is to check that, for every trace, the calculated window lies entirely within the
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trace. If this is not the case the program will terminate that combination of ( T0 
and V, or K  and V0) and start processing of the next given combination. The 
software then calculates the data value that occurs at each sample time of the win­
dow. The estimation is achieved by linear interpolation between two existing data 
samples, where necessary.
2.5. Coherency coefficient measurements:
Five different methods were used to measure coherency coefficients, for the 
corrected data. The main program calls a subroutine that applies the required 
method. The methods are the mean amplitude summation (eq. 1-33), unnormal­
ised crosscorrelation sum (eq. 1-36), statistically normalised crosscorrelation (eq 
1-37), energy normalised crosscorrelation (eq. 1-38) and semblance method (eq. 
1-41). Results are written to a system file for the use in the next step.
2.6. Display
Display of the results is achieved using the "S" data analysis and graphics 
package. "S" is a very high-level language for specifying computations (Becker 
and Chambers 1984). Four interactive "MACRO"s were written. A MACRO is a 
sequence of "S" commands (instructions) which can be run (executed) using the 
Macro name and they have the additional facility of allowing the user to define 
arguments which are used to pass variable information to the command sequence, 
to modify its behaviour (C. Farrow 1989, pers. comm.).
All MACROs were written to read from two system files, one containing the 
processing parameters and the other the results of the FORTRAN program. 
Results, except for MACRO plopek, were displayed in the T0 -  V domain for 
reflected and refracted events, and in the case of continuous velocity increase 
results were displayed in the K  -  V0 domain. MACROs designed for this project 
are listed in Appendix 2 and briefly described here.
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[1] MACRO plopek :
This MACRO will extract the maximum coherency coefficient for each win­
dow time and dispay it as a peaks log in the time-coherency coefficient domain, 
(Fig. 2.2). It is the only MACRO which hase no options. The following three 
MACROs (plocon, plomax and plospc ) will also display this log on a smaller 
scale.
[2] MACRO plocon :
This MACRO was written to display the results as contour lines and window 
peaks power, with four options (Fig. 2.3). The first option gives the user the 
choice of which coherency coefficients to contour and display :-
i) all coefficients.
ii) coefficients > arithmetic mean of all coefficients.
iii) coefficients > { ( arithmetic mean + maximum coefficient) /  2 }
This option provides the opportunity to display significant coherency 
coefficients only. A second option allows the user to define an approximate 
number of contour lines to be plotted. Printing values on contour lines is the 
object of the third option. Finally, the fourth option controls the method of plot­
ting the contour lines. Three different colours can be used on plotters with such 
facilities. On other plotters contour lines are plotted with three different types of 
lines: solid, dashed and dotted.
[3] MACRO plomax :
The task of this MACRO is to display the maximum coherency coefficient 
and the power for each window time in the results (Fig. 2.4). Two options are
available. The first is the same as the first option of MACRO plocon, see the pre­
vious section. The second option was for the type of plotting: lines, points or both.
[4] MACRO plospc
Results are displayed as a typical velocity spectrum and window power by 
this MACRO, which have two options (Fig. 2.5). The first is the same as the first 
option of MACRO plocon, see section [2]. Scaling of the spectrum was the goal 
of the second option.
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Chapter 3 
SYNTHETIC TRACE TESTS
3.1. Introduction
Five different types of tests were carried out. These concerned the coherency 
method, parameters of event and processing, signal interference, combination of 
events, and finally a test for scattering of arrival time. Testing of the software 
was carried out using synthetic traces throughout the project period. However, at 
the early stages of the project, the aim of testing the software was to ensure that it 
is computing the required time correction and coherency coefficient properly.
For the above tests synthetic traces were constructed using program SYNTH.f 
which was designed to generate random noise by calling the "S" MACRO "noise" 
and to construct a truncated sine wave for the desired signal for a specified arrival 
time, frequency, time length, maximum amplitude and sample rate. All synthetic 
traces were written in GLAMK2 format. Events on synthetic seismic traces, 
except one set, have no scatter of arrival times, i.e. they have ideal travel times.
It is difficult to compute S/N ratio for real seismic data, while it is much 
easier to calculate for synthetic data (Anderson & McMechan 1989). Amplitude 
ratio was used, in this work, to determine S/N ratio for synthetic traces instead of 
energy ratio. In most cases, a set of synthetic traces was constructed with a uni­
form S/N ratio for its traces. In one set the S/N ratio was varied from trace to 
trace.
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Synthetic traces fall into two classes. The first class has only events of an 
truncated sine wave shape and the second is contaminated with noise. The latter 
was achieved by stacking two traces, one containing the signal and a noisy trace, 
using program STK.f, which was designed to stack a given number of traces to
construct one stacked trace using as a normalising factor where N is number of
input traces.
3.2. Comparison of the coherency methods :
A set of ten synthetic seismic traces was constructed, rrl - rrlO (see Fig. 3.1), 
containing two refracted events. Table 3.1 shows the parameters of each event:
Table 3.1 Parameters of events on synthetic traces rr 1 - rr 10.
First event Second event
Time intercept (sec.) 0.5 2.0
Velocity (km/sec.) 4.0 5.0
Frequency (Hz) 14 14
Event span (msec.) 70 70
S/N 5 1
The program was executed for each method of coherency measure using the 
same processing parameters. Results are displayed in two types of plot, coloured 
contour lines and velocity spectrum analysis, for each method : Fig. 3.2 for sem­
blance, Fig. 3.3 for unnormalised cross correlation, Fig. 3.4 for energy normalised 
cross correlation, Fig. 3.5 for statistically normalised cross correlation and, finally, 
Fig. 3.6 for mean amplitude summation
From the results it is clear that all methods perform well for the first event
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which has a high S/N ratio. However, two methods (unnormalised cross correla­
tion and the mean amplitude summation) did not detect the low amplitude second 
event as well as the other three methods. Three methods (semblance, statistical 
normalised crosscorrelation and energy normalised cross correlation) displayed 
very similar results.
However, the statistical normalised crosscorrelation method required a long 
computer time, compared with the other methods, to finish the task. As an exam­
ple executing the program for this test took 06:36 minutes to finish the job 
employing the statistical normalised x-correlation method, while it needed only 
01:35 minutes when the semblance method was employed, with the same load on 
the same computer. Semblance and energy normalised x-correlation methods 
displayed almost the same results with a small advantage to the semblance in that 
the maximum coherency coefficient was a little higher, being 0.991 compared to 
0.989 for the energy normalised x-correlation method.
All methods perform well for poor data (second event) if high S/N ratio data 
(here the first event) are absent. Later tests reveal particular circumstances in 
which a given method excels.
3.3. Testing of event and processing parameters :
Five tests were carried out to illustrate the effect of various parameters. Three 
tests were of parameters of the seismic event: the S/N ratio, frequency content and 
trace polarity. The other two were for the processing parameters: time window 
length, and time, velocity steps.
3.3.1. S/N ratio test:
Semblance is a good coherency measure between traces even at low S/N ratio 
(Douze & Laster 1979). Given this view and the comparison test of section 3.2, 
different methods were used to test S/N ratio. Three tests were carried out, the 
first for a very poor S/N ratio; the second for two events which are identical in all
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parameters except the S/N ratio; thirdly, the variation of S/N ratio of an event
within a set of seismic traces was tested in the final test.
A) Poor S/N ratio
A set of ten synthetic seismic traces, ali 1 - ali 10 (Fig. 3.7), was con­
structed containing one reflected event. The two way normal time of the 
event was 1.0 sec and its velocity was 3.8 km/sec; frequency was 14 Hz and 
its span 145 msec. The ratio of peak signal amplitude to peak noise ampli­
tude was 1. Each trace was stacked with a noise only trace to construct a set 
of traces, alno 1 - alno 10 (Fig. 3.8), which contains the same event but with 
S/N ratio less than 1 (approx. 0.5). Frequency analysis of traces alno 1 - 
alno 10 is displayed in Fig. 3.9, which clearly shows that there is no dom­
inant frequency in that set of traces. Results of executing the software over a 
velocity range of 3.0 - 5.0 km/sec. and a time range of 0.0 - 2.0 sec. are
displayed in Fig. 3.10. It is clear from the results that both methods used,
semblance and unnormalised crosscorrelation, were capable of extracting 
events with poor S/N ratio.
B) Different S/N ratio
The aim of this test was to assess the change in performance of the 
coherency methods as the S/N ratio of the dataset varies. Six sets each of six 
noise-free synthetic traces (sig2, sigl, sig0.5, sig0.3, sig0.2 and sigO.l) con­
taining refracted signals with the same parameters, except the amplitude of 
the event, were constructed, see Fig. 3.11 which shows only one trace from 
each set (as a sample). Table 3.2 shows the parameters of the signals. Six 
datasets were created by summing these with the set of noise traces (noise 1 - 
noise6) of maximum amplitude equal to 1, shown in Fig. 3.12. To ensure 
that any characteristics of the noise did not influence the results, a second 
group of datasets was created using the noise traces noil - noi6 shown in 
Fig. 3.13. Again the maximum amplitude on a trace was equal to 1.
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Frequency analysis of both sets of noise, displayed in Figs 3.12b and 3.13b, 
shows clearly that there is no dominant frequency.
The dataset groups are termed "snf" and "sns" respectively and are illus­
trated in Fig. 3.14. Note that a given dataset is called "snf*", where * denotes 
the amplitude value of the event, e.g. snsl is the dataset formed from noise 
traces noil - noi6 and noise-free dataset sigl. Within dataset snsl the traces 
are called snsll - snsl6 with increasing offset.
Table 3.2 Parameters of events on synthetic trace sets sig2 to sigO.l .
sig2 sigl sig0.5 sig0.3 sig0.2 sigO.l
Time Intercept (sec.) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Velocity (km/sec.) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Frequency (Hz) 14 14 14 14 14 14
Span of event (msec.) 145 145 145 145 145 145
* Signal amplitude * 2 1 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
For each dataset, including the noise only sets, the software was exe­
cuted five times, once for each coherency method available, with the same 
processing parameters. Results are listed in Tables 3.3a and 3.3b for groups 
snf and sns respectively (see footnote of this page). The maximum 
coherency coefficient measured and its relevant combination of time and 
velocity are shown for each dataset. For comparison, the coherency 
coefficient of each method was normalised to its maximum for each group. 
These are listed in Table 3.4 (see foot note of this page) and displayed in 
Fig. 3.15.
Abbreviations of the methods used in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 are SEMB.-semblance, UNCR- 
unnormalised x-corr, CROS-energy normalised x-corr, STCR.-statistical normalised x-corr and 
SUMS-mean amplitude summation.
The performance of the mean amplitude summation method was very 
poor even at the highest S/N ratio (2) where it located the event 120 msec 
earlier than the correct time. Moreover, at a S/N ratio of 1 it failed to pick 
the event for the first group entirely. The rate of change of the unnormalised 
crosscorrelation method for both groups was higher than the others, this indi­
cates that it is the most appropriate for high S/N ratio events. The results of 
the other three methods (semblance, energy and statistical normalised 
crosscorrelation) were similar, with small variation in locating the time but 
identical in velocity. The rate of change of the semblance coherency 
coefficient with S/N was the lowest of all methods in both datasets groups. 
As mentioned in section 3.2 the statistical normalised crosscorrelation method 
required much longer time to finish the task. The differences in the perfor­
mance of the methods, between the groups, highlighted the great effect of the 
noise on the accuracy of picking an event at its proper combination of time 
and velocity. However, for S/N ratio less than 0.5 performance of all 
methods was poor and unreliable.
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Table 3.3a Results of different S/N ratio ( snf ).
Set name SEMB. UNCR. CROS. STCR. SUMS
snf2
CC. 0.877 3.654657e9 0.852 0.854 3659
T sec. 0.580 0.580 0.580 0.580 0.460
V km/s 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
snfl
CC. 0.616 6.89366e8 0.539 0.505 1467
T sec. 0.580 0.580 0.560 0.520 0.02
V km/s 4.95 5.0 4.95 4.95 4.4
snf0.5
CC. 0.500 2.50888e8 0.400 0.403 1594
T sec. 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.140
V km/s 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 5.2
snf0.3
CC. 0.383 129338120 0.260 0.251 1594
T sec. 0.50 0.540 0.500 0.540 0.140
V km/s 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 5.20
snf0.2
CC. 0.355 107258336 0.226 0.248 1594
T sec. 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.140
V km/s 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.80 5.20
snfO.l
CC. 0.348 98827472 0.218 0.248 1594
T sec. 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.140
V km/s 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.80 5.20
noise
CC. 0.339 91159864 0.206 0.220 1594
T sec. 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.140
V km/s 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.80 5.20
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Table 3.3b Results of different S/N ratio ( sns ).
Set name SEMB. UNCR. CROS. STCR. SUMS
sns2
CC. 0.871 3.546008e9 0.846 0.849 3757
T sec. 0.560 0.580 0.560 0.560 0.460
V km/s 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
snsl
CC. 0.678 8.72096e8 0.614 0.625 2016
T sec. 0.580 0.580 0.580 0.560 0.520
V km/s 5.05 5.00 5.05 5.05 4.90
sns0.5
CC. 0.412 203874384 0.295 0.302 1341
T sec. 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.36
V km/s 5.05 5.00 5.05 5.05 4.05
sns0.3
CC. 0.358 97208696 0.230 0.222 1279
T sec. 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.36
V km/s 5.60 5.55 5.60 5.60 4.05
sns0.2
CC. 0.358 97208696 0.230 0.222 1257
T sec. 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.74
V km/s 5.60 5.55 5.60 5.60 5.95
snsO.l
CC. 0.358 97208696 0.230 0.222 1303
T sec. 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.74
V km/s 5.60 5.55 5.60 5.60 5.95
noi
CC. 0.358 97208696 0.230 0.222 1349
T sec. 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.74
V km/s 5.60 5.55 5.60 5.60 5.95
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Table 3.4a Results of normalising the results listed in Table 3.3a
SEMB. UNCR. CROS. STCR. SUMS.
snf2 1 1 1 1 1
snfl 0.702 0.189 0.633 0.591 0.401
snf0.5 0.570 0.068 0.469 0.472 0.436
snf0.3 0.437 0.035 0.305 0.294 0.436
snf0.2 0.405 0.029 0.265 0.290 0.436
snfO.l 0.397 0.027 0.256 0.290 0.436
noise 0.387 0.025 0.242 0.258 0.436
Table 3.4b Results of normalising the results listed in Table 3.3b
SEMB. UNCR. CROS. STCR. SUMS.
sns2 1 1 1 1 1
snsl 0.778 0.246 0.726 0.736 0.537
sns0.5 0.473 0.057 0.349 0.356 0.357
sns0.3 0.411 0.027 0.272 0.261 0.340
sns0.2 0.411 0.027 0.272 0.261 0.335
snsO.l 0.411 0.027 0.272 0.261 0.347
noi 0.411 0.027 0.272 0.261 0.359
c) Variation of S/N ratio within a dataset:
A set of nine synthetic seismic traces (signoi2 - signoilO, Fig. 3.16a) of 
variable S/N ratio was constructed to illustrate the effect of such variation on 
the coherency coefficient measurements. A set of synthetic seismic traces
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(dsn 2 - dsn 20, Fig. 3.16b) containing a refracted event was constructed. 
The time intercept of the event was 1.0 sec; and its velocity was 5.0 km/s, 
frequency was 14 Hz and its span 75 msec; with different S/N ratio. The
value of the ratio was taken as a factor — where X is the offset. Each trace
A
was stacked with a noisy trace to form the test dataset. All methods (sem­
blance, unnormalised crosscorrelation, energy normalised cross correlation, 
statistical normalised crosscorrelation, and mean amplitude summation) were 
employed in this test (Fig. 3.17).
All methods performed well in locating the event to its time and velo­
city. However, the highest coherency coefficient for the normalised methods 
was of the statistical normalised crosscorrelation method, which was expected 
since it was mentioned in section 1.3.2 that this method is not sensitive to 
amplitude variation between traces. Because of the requirement of long com­
puter time when employing the above method the unnormalised crosscorrela­
tion method seems more appropriate since it displayed similar results, see 
Figs 3.17b and 3.17d.
3.3.2. Event frequency test :
Two sets each of six traces (Fig 3.18) were constructed with refracted events 
having the same parameters except the frequency, which was 14 Hz in set ffl and 
28 Hz in ff2. Table 3.5 shows the parameters of the signals.
To provide two sets of seismic synthetic traces which are equivalent in all 
parameters except the frequency both sets were stacked with the same set of noisy 
synthetic traces (Fig 3.11) to construct the two sets frql 1 - frql 6 and frq2 1 - 
frq2 6, displayed in Fig 3.19.
Two methods were applied to each dataset, semblance and the unnormalised 
crosscorrelation methods. All tests showed the maximum coherency coefficient at 
T0 =0.625 sec., which is the centre of the event, and K= 5.0 km/sec (Fig 3.20). The
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window peaks power for the unnormalised cross correlation method was sharper 
than that of the semblance method. Both methods showed a high density of con­
tour lines for the second set (frq2 1 - ffq2 6) at two other combinations of T0 and 
V . That phenomenon is called velocity aliasing, which will be discussed later in 
section 3.7.
Table 3.5 Parameters of event of synthetic traces ffl - ff2.
ffl ff2
Time intercept (sec.) 0.5 0.5
Velocity (km/sec.) 5.0 5.0
* Frequency (Hz) * 28 14
span of event(msec.) 250 250
Signal amplitude 5 5
Since the energy in both events is the same so semblance, which is the ratio 
of signal energy to total energy in a time gate, showed a similar coherency 
coefficient (0.965). However, the relationship between the length of an event and 
the window length will be discussed in section 3.3.4.
3.3.3. Trace polarity test :
A test was carried out to illustrate the effect of a reverse polarity trace, or 
traces, occurring within a set of seismic traces. The set of ten synthetic seismic 
traces ( rr 1 - rr 10, Fig. 3.1), which was used in section 3.2, was employed in this 
test. The result of employing the semblance and the mean amplitude summation 
methods on a set of traces all of normal polarity was shown in Figs. 3.2. and
3.5. Both methods were used in three more runs, employing the same processing 
parameters, after reversing the polarity of one, two, and three traces. All results
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are listed in Table 3.6, but only one case is displayed, after reversing the polarity 
of three traces, in Figs. 3.21a and b for semblance and MAS respectively.
Table 3.6 Results for reverse polarity test.
SEMBLANCE MEAN AMPLITUDE SUMMATION
No. of reverse 
polarity traces
Max. coherency 
coefficient
Velocity
km/s
Time
sec.
Max. coherency 
coefficient
Velocity
km/s
Time
sec.
0 0.9905 4.0 0.560 10671 4.0 0.48
1 0.6345 4.0 0.560 8281 4.0 0.48
2 0.5481 4.05 0.620 6357 3.95 0.46
3 0.4277 3.95 0.440 4964 4.25 0.62
It is obvious, from the results, that the maximum power of the coherency 
coefficient was decreasing rapidly and the resolution was reduced.
3.3.4. Window length test :
The set of seismic traces, frql 1 - frql 6, used in section 3.3.2 was utilised in 
this test. Results for a window length of 225 msec ( 45 samples ) are already 
displayed in Fig. 3.20a, employing semblance method. Eight other values of win­
dow length were employed and results are listed in Table 3.7, which exhibits the 
maximum coherency coefficients in each test and the relevant combination of time 
and velocity. Illustrative results for window lengths of 35, 55 and 505 msec, are 
displayed in Fig. 3.22a, b and c respectively, and should be examined with Fig. 
3.20a.
From Figs 3.20a and 3.22 and Table 3.7 it is obvious that all executed win­
dow lengths extracted the event properly. However, the highest maximum 
coherency coefficient shown was when the window length employed was very
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close to the period of the event (35 msec). Moreover, the smaller the window 
length the less computational time that is required.
Table 3.7 Window length test : results
Window length 
(employed)
Maximum coherency 
coefficient
Time
msec.
Velocity
km/s
35 0.9735 0.625 5.0
55 0.9730 0.675 4.975
105 0.9698 0.700 4.975
155 0.9663 0.625 5.0
205 0.9660 0.600 5.0
255 0.9655 0.625 5.0
305 0.9607 0.625 5.0
405 0.9498 0.625 5.0
505 0.9418 0.675 4.975
3.3.5. Time and velocity increments test :
To illustrate the effect of time and velocity increments the result of executing 
the software for the set of six synthetic traces frql 1 - frql 6, which was 
displayed in Fig. 3.20c, was made a reference for this test. Five more runs of the 
software were made. In two the time increment was altered and in three the velo­
city increment, fixing all processing parameters. The total computational time, 
which is the time to compute coherency coefficients and display the results, was 
seen to vary enormously. Results are shown in Table 3.8.
It was found that increments can degrade the results if chosen too large and 
can increase the computing cost when chosen too small. Therefore, time and velo-
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city increments (steps) and ranges should be chosen very carefully, since they will 
affect both the resolution and computational time (cost). Moreover, ranges of time 
and velocity employed in the analysis must sweep the likely time and the velocity 
of an event of interest, so as to allow the software to extract that event. A good 
policy, in choosing increments, is to execute the software with a reasonable incre­
ment in an initial run to detect the events, then each event can be analysed 
separately with smaller increments to obtain more detail and accuracy.
Table 3.8 Time and velocity increments test : results
Time increment 
(ms.)
Velocity increment 
(m/s)
Total computational time 
(min.)
25 25 09:06
25 75 02:14
25 100 01:48
25 250 01:07
10 25 54:47
50 25 03:25
Note: the run with time increment 25 ms and velocity increment 25 m/s is 
the reference run referred to in the text.
3.4. Testing for Signal Interference :
Inevitably, seismograms will demonstrate significant overlapping of events, 
hence, interference. The software was tested for two types of events, reflected and 
refracted, to illustrate its performance in such a situation.
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3.4.1. Reflection :
The aim of this test was to determine how well the software performed in 
distinguishing two interfering reflection events. Both events have the same fre­
quency, span, and S/N ratio, but different velocity and normal two way time.
Two sets of traces, intf 1 - intf 10 (Fig. 3.23) and ints 1 - ints 10 (Fig. 3.24), 
were constructed with the same frequency ( 14 Hz), span (145 msec.) and S/N 
ratio (4). The event on the first set has a velocity of 3.8 km/sec and T0 = 1.0 sec, 
while the event on the second set has a velocity of 5.3 km/sec and T0 = 2.0 sec. 
Table 3.9 shows the offsets of the traces and the arrival times of the events on 
each trace. Stacking traces with common offsets was achieved to create the target 
set, int 1 - int 10 (Fig. 3.25).
Table 3.9 Offset & arrival times of events on intf & ints sets.
Trace no. Offset (km) 1st event arrival time (sec.) 
traces (intf)
2nd event arrival time (sec.) 
traces (ints)
1 8.000 2.330 2.505
2 8.333 2.410 2.545
3 8.666 2.490 2.585
4 9.000 2.570 2.625
5 9.333 2.650 2.665
6 9.666 2.735 2.710
7 10.000 2.815 2.750
8 10.333 2.895 2.795
9 10.666 2.980 2.840
10 11.000 3.060 2.880
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The execution of the software was nearly perfect (see Fig. 3.26) in locating 
each event to its corresponding time and velocity, despite the use of large incre­
ments and ranges of T0 and velocity.
3.4.2. Refraction :
In the previous section it was found that the software was good in distin­
guishing between two interfering reflected events. The goal of this test was to find 
if the software is also good in the case of interfering refracted events. Two sets of 
synthetic seismic traces were constructed having two different events. The first set 
( dir 2.5 - dir 7.0, see Fig. 3.27) contained a direct event of time intercept = 0.0 
sec and velocity of 3.0 km/sec; the second set contained a refracted event ( refr 
2.5 - refr 7.0, see Fig. 3.28) of time intercept = 0.34 sec and velocity = 4.0 km/s. 
Parameters of each event are shown in Table 3.10, while offsets and arrival times 
are listed in Table 3.11.
Table 3.10 Parameters of events on synthetic traces dir & refr
dir refr
Time intercept (sec.) 0.000 0.335
Velocity (km/sec.) 3.0 4.0
Frequency (Hz.) 20 16
Span (msec.) 100 125
S/N 3 3
The two sets, described above, were stacked to construct a set of synthetic 
seismic traces containing the desired events (dirf 2.5 - dirf 7.0, Fig. 3.29). The 
first execution of the software used large increments and ranges for time and velo­
city and, to take an extreme view, showed that both events were resolved fairly
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well (Fig. 3.30). A second run was made zooming on the area of interest using 
smaller increments and ranges, to better illustrate the result of both methods used, 
semblance and unnormalised cross correlation (Fig. 3.31). The difference in the 
density of the contour lines of the events, which was expected, was due to the 
variation in the energy between the events, which was caused by the differences in 
the spans.
Table 3.11 Offset & arrival times of events on dir & refr sets.
Trace no. Offset (km)
Arrival times of the 
direct event in sec., 
synthetic traces 
(dir 2.5 - dir 7.0)
Arrival times of the 
refracted event in sec., 
synthetic traces 
(refr 2.5 - refr 7.0)
1 2.5 0.835 0.960
2 3.0 1.000 1.085
3 3.5 1.165 1.210
4 4.0 1.335 1.335
5 4.5 1.500 1.460
6 5.0 1.665 1.585
7 5.5 1.835 1.710
8 6.0 2.000 1.835
9 6.5 2.165 1.960
10 7.0 2.335 2.085
3.5. Testing for a combination of events :
A simple two layer subsurface model was designed for this test. The first 
layer with surface velocity 3.0 km/sec and velocity gradient 0.5 km/sec/km and a
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thickness of 2.0 km and a second layer with velocity 5.0 km/sec. Fig. 3.32 shows 
the result of raytracing through this model using the SEIS83 package. Three sets 
of synthetic seismic traces were constructed, the first for the direct event, the 
second for the reflected event from the interface and the last containing the 
refracted event. All three events have the same frequency (20 Hz), span (100 
msec) and S/N ratio (3), see Fig. 3.33. The described sets were stacked to con­
struct the desired set (mod 1 - mod 10),which is displayed in Fig. 3.34. Table 3.12 
shows the arrival times, extracted from the raytracing model, for each event and 
the offset.
Table 3.12 Offset & arrival times of events on the mod 1 - mod 10 dataset.
Offset (km)
Arrival time of the 
direct event in sec 
(direct 1 - direct 10)
Arrival time of the 
reflected event in sec. 
(reflected 1 - reflected 10)
Arrival time of the 
refracted event in sec 
(refracted 1 - refracted 1)
1 0.335 1.185 -
2 0.660 1.281 -
3 0.985 1.430 -
4 1.310 1.615 -
5 1.620 1.825 1.818
6 1.925 2.055 2.020
7 2.215 2.290 2.215
8 2.495 2.535 2.415
9 2.770 2.785 2.610
10 3.030 3.035 2.810
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The software was executed twice for each type of event, the first time with 
large increments in velocity and time to obtain a general view and the second, 
which depends on the results of the first, was with smaller ranges and increments 
in velocity and time. Results are shown in Figs. 3.35 to 3.37 for refracted, 
reflected, and continuous velocity increase data respectively, and show clearly that 
all events were extracted even when large increments of velocity and time were 
employed.
Aliasing, which was mentioned previously in section 3.3.2 and will be dis­
cussed later in section 3.7, of events appears on Fig. 3.35a where the execution 
was made for refracted data. Two closures, with low coherency coefficient, occur 
at combinations of time and velocity different to the proper combination. On Fig. 
3.36a another closure can be seen at time 0.85 sec. and velocity 3.3 km/s, again 
with low coherency coefficient. Such combination, for hyperbolic trend, seems to 
be including energy from different events, regarding the window length employed 
in the processing was 100 msec; i.e. at offset 6.0 km it includes some energy from 
the direct event while at 7.0 km from the refracted event and at 3.0 km from the 
reflected event.
3.6. Scattering of arrival time test :
Arrival times of a seismic event across a suite of seismograms often deviate 
significandy from a perfect travel time trend. Generally there are two main rea­
sons, in the limits of this project, for such deviation:
1) Geological reasons, due to either irregularity of the causal surface or 
variation of overlying structure.
2) Non-geological reasons, which include errors in the positions of the 
shots and/or the receivers (offset error), variation in the speed of record­
ing and/or digitisation instruments.
Given the above, the set of ten seismic traces ints 1 - ints 10 shown in Fig.
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3.24, was amended to be scattered randomly about the true reflection curve. Table 
3.13 shows the static changes in the time of each trace. The resulting set was 
renamed scat 1 - scat 10 and is displayed in Fig. 3.38.
Table 3.13 Changes in arrival times of traces in the "scat" set compared to Table 3.9
Trace no. time shift (msec.)
1 -25
2 +20
3 -15
4 -5
5 +30
6 -20
7 0
8 -30
9 +40
10 +5
Note: The sign is a shift to an earlier time.
The result of executing the software for the "perfect" event on the seismic set 
"ints" is shown in Fig. 3.39, and displays a perfect performance in extracting the 
event. On the other hand, execution for the scattered set "scat" shows an entirely 
different result (Fig. 3.40), which has little relation to the existing event. These 
two figures are providing a good evidence for the effect of the scattering.
The array used in this test occurs over an offset range of only 3km, which is 
quite small for a wide-angle experiment. To illustrate the effect of scattering over 
a long range the same set of synthetic traces was rearranged on a spread of 15 km,
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keeping the offset of the first trace as before. The new set was named ss 1 - ss 10 
and is displayed in Fig. 3.41. The result of applying the software (Fig. 3.42), 
shows that the effect of a given amount of scatter is less than that over a shorter 
range, but prevents the event being detected at the perfect time and velocity com­
bination.
3.7. Aliasing velocity :
When the events consist of more than one cycle there may be combinations 
of velocity and intercept time, other than the true pair, which will exhibit a high 
coherency coefficient. The values of these velocities, called aliasing velocities, are 
related to: true velocity, inter receiver distance, and period of the event. The equa­
tion for time correction in the case of refracted or a normal direct event is a first 
order (straight line) equation. Fig. 3.43 shows how this may lead to the alignment 
of incorrect peaks in phase, which result in a high coherency coefficient. From 
Fig. 3.43 it is simple to compute the lower and higher aliasing velocities via eq. 
3-1 and eq. 3-2,
V -  D * V (3-1)V lo-ahas D  +  ^
or
v . . = D * v  (3-2)Vhi-alias j y  _  ( y / p )  ' '
where
Vt0-anas & Vh i—alias are the lower and higher aliasing velocities respectively.
D is the inter receiver distance.
V is the velocity of the event.
F is the frequency of the event.
An example is already displayed in Figs 3.20b and d, which was the result of 
processing the set of synthetic seismic traces "frq2" shown in Fig. 3.19b. It shows 
that for an event of velocity 5 km/s, frequency 28 Hz and inter receiver distance 1 
km there are higher and lower aliasing velocities which are, by eq. 3-1 and eq. 
3-2, 6.09 and 4.24 km/s respectively. However, for the same event but with fre­
quency 14 Hz, the set (frql) shown in Fig. 3.19a, the higher and lower aliasing 
velocities, by the equations above, are 7.78 and 3.68 km/s respectively (Fig. 3.44).
Therefore analysis for refracted events should be made very carefully to 
avoid interpreting alias phenomena as real events, although the coherency 
coefficients are lower than that of the actual event. Predicting the lower and 
higher aliasing velocities by the two equations above is very helpful.
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Chapter 4
FIELD DATA ACQUISITION AND INITIAL PROCESSING
4.1. Introduction
Seismic field data were acquired for this project to test the performance of 
the software employing real data. The seismic field data analysed in this work fall 
into two categories:
A) Data acquired for this project, by the author, using quarry blasts, which 
will be called "data A" .
B) Existing data from the South West England Seismic Experiment 
(SWESE) recorded using explosive cord fired at sea, which will be 
called "data B" .
Equipment and procedures used for the acquisition of the seismic dataset A 
and the subsequent processing of the analogue tape recordings will be discussed in 
this chapter. Also, a description of the data used from the SWESE project (set B) 
will be given. The acquisition of the data by the author started in June 1988 and 
finished in April 1990.
4.2. Acquisition of dataset A
4.2.1. Description of recorded seismic profile
The profile recorded during the course of this study was 10 km long and 
trends NE from Newburgh quarry in Fife (Fig. 4.1). Reversed coverage was not 
recorded for two reasons. Firstly, it was not essential for this project and,
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secondly, due to the absence of reasonable seismic sources in the area of interest. 
Stations were spaced at intervals of approximately 400 m, and the first station was 
1.8 km from the quarry. The profile consisted of eighteen recording stations. 
Names and coordinates of the recorded sites, referenced to the Ordnance Survey 
maps (sheets number 21/31 and 22/32), are listed in Table 4.1. The seismic sec­
tion for the profile is displayed in Fig. 4.2 and frequency analysis is shown in Fig.
4.3. The seismograph used is described in section 4.2.2.
Problems in acquiring seismic data, when the only available sources are 
quarry blasts, have been discussed in detail by many researchers (e.g. Al-Mansouri 
1986, Dentith 1987, Kamaliddin 1988). Such problems are well known and will 
not be discussed in this thesis.
All stations, except one, were buried in drift to keep them as close as possi­
ble to their ideal location on the profile. This was preferable to using rock 
outcrops available only at significant distances from the profile.
In a typical blast the total amount of explosive used by the quarry was 130- 
260 kg, divided into 4-8 holes with a delay of 25 ms between each successive 
charge, fired with one delay/hole. Therefore the effective charge for seismic 
interest was 32.5 kg, which is the amount of charge fired in the first hole. The 
quarry usually drill holes to a depth of 12 m. The working face was on the far 
side of the quarry from the profile, reducing the energy travelling toward the 
seismic stations.
Gain setting was a key factor in determining the amplitude of the data. 
Mostly gain values were high because of the small amount of explosive fired and 
the orientation of the quarry face. These factors are outwith the control of the 
author. Moreover, two additional factors, weather (mostly the wind) and local 
noise, affect the gain value at each station.
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Table 4.1 Names, coordinates, and offsets of recorded sites.
Site Name X-coord.
(km)
Y-coord.
(km)
Offset (km) 
(km)
source Newburgh quarry 24.550 17.600 0.000
st 01 Park Hill 25.525 18.487 1.816
st 02 Silver Hill 25.837 18.743 2.219
st 2.5 Silver Hill 26.077 18.859 2.482
st 03 Silver Hill 26.244 18.961 2.678
st 04 Higham Hill 26.650 19.260 3.112
st 05 Higham Hill 27.088 19.375 3.544
st 09 Logie Low 28.435 20.150 5.098
st 11 Logie Hill 29.075 20.437 5.795
st 12 Logie East 29.415 20.750 6.255
st 13 Fliskmillan Hill 29.790 20.900 6.650
st 14 Fliskmillan 30.100 21.050 6.995
st 15 Fliskmillan 30.500 21.200 7.415
st 16 Pittachope Plantation 30.775 21.412 7.637
st 17 Balhelvie 31.100 21.775 8.100
st 18 Canal Plantation 31.425 21.825 8.406
st 19 West Flisk 31.782 22.100 8.853
st 20 East Flisk 32.160 22.250 9.255
st 21 East Flisk 32.535 22.375 9.770
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4.2.2. The Glasgow FM Mark 2 recording system
A pool of forty single station analogue recording units were used in this 
work. The units were designed and constructed by Dr. J. Hall and Mr. G. Gordon 
in the Department of Geology and Applied Geology, University of Glasgow. A 
unit consists of integral amplifier, modulator, tuned radio receiver to record the 60 
kHz MSF time signal from Rugby, and a vertical 4.5 Hz LI5B Mark geophone 
(Fig. 4.4). The recorder has a four track recording head and uses a standard stereo 
cassette, i.e. four tracks are recorded on a normally two-sided two-track (stereo) 
tape. Using a C l20 tape, the recording window is one hour. The signal is pre­
amplified and filtered with a 1.5 - 60 Hz analogue filter, to ensure recording only 
of frequencies within the plateau of the system. Then, the recorded data are 
passed to two separate gain amplifiers differing by 18 dB. The first amplifier, 
which will be recorded on the first channel, has a gain range of 82 - 118 dB in 6 
dB steps. The second amplifier has a gain range of 64 - 96 dB and will be 
recorded on the second channel. The third channel is an auxiliary channel not used 
in this work. Lastly, the fourth channel was used to record the 60 kHz MSF time 
signal transmitted from Rugby. This signal, which can be decoded and displayed 
in digital form, was essential in locating the events on the tape. A remote starting 
mechanism and electronic clock allows the user to establish the recording units in 
the field up to 24 hours before the desired recording time.
The playback and digitising system used in this project consists of a cassette 
player, demodulater, filters and ultra-violet oscillograph (Fig. 4.5). The cassette 
player has a tape head similar to that of the recorders. The data are amplified and 
passed through a demodulater to an analogue filter, which can be chosen to fulfil 
the requirements of the user. The filtered data are then amplified and passed to 
the UV oscillograph, which has the facility to run at selected paper speeds. The 
fourth channel (MSF time signal) is passed directly to the amplifier, after the 
demodulator. A Schmidt trigger, if required, was available to give the time signal
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a box shape on the playback for easy time picking. Finally the MSF signal is 
passed to the decoder which will display the recorded time in days, hours, 
minutes, and seconds to assist locating the desired arrivals on the tape.
A Programmable Data Processer (PDP 11/23) PLUS computer and software 
written by Mr. R. Cumberland were used to convert the data from the analogue to 
digital form. The playback system, described above, was used with the output 
passing through anti-aliasing 40 Hz analogue filter. An analogue input board 
(ADV11-C), accepts 1-16 signal ended bipolar input, sampling the data at 200 
samples/second. Variations in the sampling rate of up to 5 % occur due to the 
differences in the speed of tapes as recorded in the field. All traces were digitised 
for a nominal 15 seconds and then resampled to ensure a correct rate.
4.3. Data of the SWESE project
During 1979 a network of seven long seismic wide-angle lines were recorded 
across the peninsula of South West England. The project was called the South 
West England Seismic Experiment (SWESE) and is described by Brooks et al. 
(1984), Doody (1985).
Two types of land recorders were used: MARS (Modulator-Amplifier- 
Receiver System) and Racal Geostore systems. Analogue data for the MARS 
recorders were digitised at University College, Cardiff, while those from the Geo­
store recorders were digitised at the British Geological Survey, Edinburgh. 
Methods and equipment utilised in acquiring the data for SWESE project and its 
initial processing are well documented by Doody (1985). In this project only the 
vertical component was used.
Lines 1-6 were simple land recording lines reversed by marine shots. The 
seventh consisted of ten marine shots fired between the Lizard and Start peninsu­
las and recorded at three land recording arrays on the peninsulas (Fig. 4.6a). 
Recording line 7 was on the Start peninsula, while lines 8 and 9 were established
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on the Lizard peninsula (Fig. 4.6b). Line 8 consisted of eleven recording sites and 
line 9 was a shorter array of five receivers. Average station spacing was 1.5 km 
along line 8 and 2.3 km along line 9. Configuration of the Lizard-Start line 
allows the data to be viewed in two ways:
[1] One station recording all shots.
[2] One shot recorded along an array of recording.
Fig. 4.7 shows the seismic sections of shots used in the present study.
Line 5, also analysed in this work , was one of three N-S lines of the 
SWESE network. It was established between Polperro, in the south, and Hartland 
Point. The line was reversed by shots fired at locations 5 S and 5 N immediately 
offshore (Fig. 4.6). The profile of shot 5 S consists of 26 recording stations, while 
shot 5 N consists of 27. Stations were spaced at intervals of approximately 2 km, 
see Fig. 4.8.
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Chapter 5 
ANALYSIS OF FIELD DATA 
5.1. Introduction
The datasets described in the previous chapter will be analysed and inter­
preted in this chapter using the new software. A brief review of relevant interpre­
tations arising from previous seismic work will be discussed.
5.2. Analysis of dataset A
5.2.1. Previous seismic analysis
Newburgh quarry is situated near to the Tay Graben, the southern boundary 
of which is the South Tay Fault which lies to the north of the quarry. The main 
exposures in the area of interest are rocks of Upper Devonian and Carboniferous 
age (seismic layer 1), and those of Lower Devonian and Lower Paleozoic ages 
which form seismic layer 2. See Davidson et al. (1984) and Davidson (1986). 
These layers are mostly sedimentary. However, there is a significant volcanic 
component particularly of Lower Devonian age. Trending in an E-W direction, 
volcanic rocks of Lower Devonian age are exposed in the area and are split by the 
Tay Graben into two outcrops. The southern outcrop, where these data were 
acquired, is called the North Fife Hills. Kamaliddin (1988) carried out a seismic 
survey in the region which included three profiles from Newburgh quarry in north, 
south and west directions, see Fig. 4.1. The quarry blasts were used as sources. 
Stations were spaced at intervals of approximately 1.4 km. Newburgh quarry was
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recorded to the north and south by 11 stations in each direction along 
Kamaliddin’s main profile, while a profile to the west consisted of 8 stations. 
Velocities obtained by this work are presented in Table 5.1. Differences between 
these velocities were related to the effect of anisotropy.
Kamaliddin suggested that since layer 1 is thin, or non-existent, in the region, 
none of his seismic data related to this layer. However he divided layer 2, locally, 
into upper and lower sub-layers.
Table 5.1 Velocity and thickness values obtained by Kamaliddin 
for regional seismic layer 2.
Profile Upper V 2 
km/s
Lower V 2 
km/s
Thickness of upper V 2 
km
South 4.81 5.28 1.62
West - 5.38 0.00
North 4.70 5.80 2.20
5.2.2. Interpretation and analysis of dataset A
This dataset was collected using quarry blasts from Newburgh as sources and 
employing one type of recorder. The aim was to test the performance of the 
software in an area of simple geology. Over the distances at which this dataset 
was collected, it was predicted that first arrivals would be due to only the two 
sub-layers discussed in section 5.2.1. After examining Kamaliddin’s data and con­
sidering the dominant frequency and velocities determined, it was decided that a 
station spacing of less than 0.5 km was needed to reduce aliasing effects. A spac­
ing of 0.4 km was used. An initial interpretation of dataset A was carried out 
using the assumption of layers of uniform velocity. This simple interpretation 
served as a guide for comparing the results with the software results. Regression 
analysis was used to determine all velocity values derived from the T-X graph.
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Table 5.2 Time and offsets of the first arrivals of dataset A.
Station
No.
Time
sec.
Offset
km/s
01 0.365 1.816
02 0.455 2.220
2.5 0.497 2.482
03 0.535 2.678
04 0.600 3.112
05 0.685 3.545
09 1.081 5.098
12 1.315 6.255
13 1.411 6.650
14 1.500 6.995
15 1.575 7.415
16 1.585 7.637
17 1.698 8.100
18 1.773 8.406
19 1.893 8.853
20 1.990 9.255
21 2.045 9.770
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Table 5.3 Time intercept and velocities derived from dataset A 
by regression analysis.
Segment
No.
Time intercept 
sec.
Velocity
km/s
1 0.01 5.17
2 -0.05 4.58
Figure 5.1 shows the time-distance graph of all first arrivals extracted from 
this dataset (see Fig. 4.2). Two segments may be derived from the time-distance 
graph, corresponding to different layers, see Fig. 5.2. Table 5.2 shows the time 
and offset values of first arrivals and Table 5.3 shows the time intercept and velo­
city for each segment.
The software was executed three times each with different window length, 
time, and velocity ranges and steps for the first segment, recorded at stations 
nu01-nu09. The optimum combination of intercept time and velocity is shown in 
Table 5.4 and displayed in Fig. 5.3. These results were obtained employing a win­
dow length of 105 ms with small increments and ranges of time and velocity. 
However, other window lengths also produced results close to the best combina­
tion.
The second segment, stations nul2-nu21, was executed with different window 
lengths to decide the optimum for this set of stations. It was found that the best 
results were provided when a window length of 0.305 s employed. The highest 
coherency coefficient of intercept time and velocity are listed in Table 5.4 and 
displayed in Fig. 5.4. A second intensive area of contour lines occurred at an 
intercept time of 0.01 s and velocity 4.08 km/s, which does not fit well with the 
field data.
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Table 5.4 Time intercept and velocities obtained from the software
Segment
No.
Time intercept 
sec.
Velocity
km/s
1 0.02 5.2
2 -0.01 4.55
Velocity values obtained for both segments by regression analysis and the 
new software are well matched. Moreover, the first velocity segment matches 
with the value obtained from the Newburgh West profile of Kamaliddin (1988), 
see Tables 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4. It appears that the Lower Devonian volcanics (which 
retain higher velocities near surface) beneath the Newburgh West profile continue 
and thin towards the east, being too thin to resolve on the scale of this experiment 
from approximately 5 km east of Newburgh quarry. Beyond that distance typical 
upper layer 2 velocity values are seen, suggesting a dominantly sedimentary 
sequence. No first arrivals were obtained from the bulk of seismic layer 2, i. e. 
from Kamaliddin’s lower sub-layer.
The results obtained by the analysis of P-wave guided the search for S-wave 
arrivals. This was undertaken by executing the software many times, treating each 
segment separately. The best results are displayed in Fig. 5.5. Second arrivals for 
the first segment showed that the best combination was at time 0.805 s and velo­
city 2.12 km/s. The best coherency coefficient for the second arrivals of the 
second segment was given at a time of 0.62 s and velocity 2.16 km/s. Poisson’s 
ratio of the first segment is 0.203 and for the second segment is 0.374. Both 
values were out of the range of expected Possion’s ratio and the time intercepts 
for the shear wave segments are rather later than would be expected given the 
corresponding P-wave segments. The above arguments suggest that the second 
arrivals (shear waves) could be better related to other refractors.
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Results listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that implementation of the 
software, for such data, could confirm the results derived from the data using other 
methods in interpreting that data.
The variation of the optimum window length for the segments, 105 ms for 
the first and 305 ms for the second, highlighted the importance of the window 
length. This is because, as Fig. 4.3 shows, most traces involved in segment 2 have 
a wide range of frequencies, while those of segment 1 have a clear dominant fre­
quency.
5.3. Analysis of dataset B
5.3.1. Previous analysis of line 5
Line 5 crossed, from south to north, Devonian sediments, the Bodmin Moor 
granite outcrop and Carboniferous sediments of the Culm Synclinorium. Interpre­
tations of shot 5S and 5N provided by Doody (1985) are presented in Figs. 5.6a 
and 5.6b respectively. The final ray-tracing model produced for the line is 
displayed in Fig. 5.7.
Velocities used in modelling the upper crust below this line were little 
different to the observed values. However, velocities of 6.4 km/s and over 8.0 
km/s had to be assumed for the lower crust and upper mantle respectively.
Arrivals were usually modelled to within +/- 0.05 s for headwave arrivals, 
and +/- 0.10 s for reflected events from deeper crust and mantle. For a velocity 
given distribution, refractors were probably located to a depth accuracy of a few 
hundred metres, and reflectors to within about a kilometre (Doody, 1985).
5.3.2. Interpretation and analysis of line 5
It was desired to test the software on data recorded in a complex geological 
area. For this reason, the SWESE dataset (see chapter 4) was chosen since it was 
recorded where a large granite intrudes, and so disrupts, the regional crustal layers.
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This line was recorded with large spacing and offsets. All types of arrivals were 
used to test the software.
Many runs were made with different sets of traces and processing parameters 
(time and velocity ranges, increments, and window length) to extract the best 
results, mostly guided by the previous interpretation.
[1] Shot 5S :
Looking for direct events, the first three traces (r502-r504) were used. The 
best result, of intercept time 0.02 s and velocity 5.3 km/s, was obtained employing 
a window length of 110 ms with small time and velocity steps of 10 ms and 0.01 
km/s respectively, see Fig. 5.8. Adding on trace r505 to the above set of traces 
changed the result entirely and the maximum coherency coefficient value dropped 
down significantly, indicating that that trace does not fit with the direct segment.
Using two traces (r507 & r501) to detect the interpreted headwave of time 
intercept 0.31 s and velocity 6.25 km/s, see Fig. 5.6, gave unrealistic results, prob­
ably because only two traces were involved in the process.
Detecting for the headwave segment of time intercept 0.01 +/- 0.14 s and 
velocity 5.86 +/- 0.17 km/s a set of four traces (r508A - r511) was used with 
range of time 0.0 - 0.4 s and velocity range 5.4 - 6.4 km/s. The best result, which 
was at time 0.29 s and velocity 5.94 km/s, was provided employing a window 
length of 310 ms, see Fig. 5.9. By adding one trace (r512) to the above set, the 
result was shifted dramatically and the maximum coherency coefficient dropped 
down significantly which indicates that trace r512 is not a part of this segment.
Employing various processing parameters and combinations of traces the 
software failed to detect the segment which was interpreted as a headwave for the 
next seven traces (r512 - r519) with a time intercept 0.17 s and velocity 6.00 
km/s. Two reasons could be considered for this failure. Either the event was scat­
tered, or there was a reverse polarity trace (or traces) within that set.
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A set of five traces (r527 - r531) was used in detecting reflected events. The 
best results, which displayed a high coherency coefficient and fit the data, are 
shown in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11. The first event was at an intercept time of 5.93 s and 
velocity 6.03 km/s, giving a depth of 17.88 km assuming a horizontal reflector and 
uniform overburden. The ranges of time and velocity used were 5.0 - 7.0 s and 6.0 
- 7.0 km/s respectively. Combination of time and velocity for the second event 
was 9.85 s and 6.42 km/s, which gives a depth of 31.62 km.
Executing the software to analyse shear waves showed that the best result
was at time 0.88 s and velocity 3.12 km/s for the set of four traces r508A-r511, 
see Fig. 5.12. Moreover, adding trace r512 to the set the result did not fit the data 
and the value of the maximum coherency coefficient was degraded.
[2] Shot 5N :
To start with the tests for this shot the first three traces (r531 - r529) were 
used to detect the direct arrival, guided by the available interpretation. The result 
was enhanced by adding a fourth trace, r528, to the set and the highest coherency 
coefficient was at an intercept time 0.11 s and velocity 5.07 km/s, employing a 
window length of 210 ms (Fig. 5.13). Detecting for the second segment a set of 
four traces (r528 - r524) was used. The results, displayed in Fig. 5.14, showed that 
the maximum coherency coefficient was at time 0.21 s and velocity 5.44 km/s,
employing a window length of 210 ms. This is earlier than the first arrivals but the
arrivals are within the limits of the window length. A second area of high 
coherency coefficient contour lines was displayed at time 0.36 s and velocity 5.71 
km/s, which did not fit the data. The software failed to detect the third segment 
(r523 - r518) which was interpreted as a headwave of time intercept 0.39 s and 
velocity 5.61 km/s, see previous section for reasons for that failure.
Detecting for reflected events the software was executed, as in all other cases, 
with different sets of traces, time velocities, and ranges. Results for the set of 
four traces (r518 - r514) showed a high density of contour lines at two
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combinations of time and velocity, Fig. 5.15. The first at an intercept time of 4.15 
s and velocity 5.3 km/s and the second at an intercept time of 4.36 s and velocity 
5.97 km/s. The second combination of time and velocity fits the data better, and so 
is considered to be more likely than the first.
The final dataset consisted of five traces (r507-r502). It was tested for refrac­
tion, which did not give reasonable results, and reflection. The results of reflection 
tests are displayed in Fig. 5.16. The maximum coherency coefficient was at an 
intercept time of 4.09 s and velocity 5.72 km/s. Adding trace r501 to the above set 
the coherency coefficient value was increased and gave a similar combination of 
intercept time 3.95 s and velocity 5.70 km/s, see Fig. 5.17.
Results of both shots, 5S and 5N, and previous interpretation were combined 
together and displayed in Fig. 5.18. Although the software failed to detect one of 
the main headwave events, at intercept time 0.17 s and velocity 6.00 km/s, when 
comparing the results, old and new, it is obvious that there is some consistency 
between them.
Direct arrivals of shots 5S and 5N, in the new interpretation, have a good 
resemblance with the previous model. The match is also acceptable for the 
headwaves. Reflectors 5 and 8 of Fig. 5.18 occur at depths similar to reflector 
R2 of the original SWESE interpretation. These reflectors may simply be new 
estimates of interface R2, or they may indicate that R2 is better described as a 
reflective zone, rather than a single interface.
5.3.3. Previous analysis of lines 8 and 9
The interpretation of the Lizard-Start line produced by Doody (1985) made 
good use of the huge amount of seismic data provided by SWESE project. In the 
present work only three (typical) shots (801N, 805N, and 810N), which were 
described in chapter 4, will be analysed to compare the observed (interpreted) 
velocity values with the values extracted by the software. Interpretations of the
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three shots mentioned above, for lines 8 and 9, are shown in Fig. 5.19 and 5.20, 
respectively. A model for the Lizard-Start line derived by ray-tracing is displayed 
in Fig. 5.21.
5.3.4. Interpretation and analysis of line 8 and 9
Along Line 8 and 9 several velocity segments were interpreted although each 
segment was represented by only a small number of traces.
[1] Shot 801N :
Using the closest two stations only (r806 & r805) the maximum coherency 
coefficient was at time 0.26 s and velocity 5.65 km/s. Increasing the number of 
traces to three, adding trace r804, the maximum coefficient was at time 0.27 s and 
velocity 5.72 km/s, see Fig. 5.22. A set of three traces (r804, r803 and r802) was 
executed to detect for headwave events. Results are displayed in Fig. 5.23 which 
shows a high coherency coefficient at time 0.21 s and velocity 6.35 km/s. The 
first arrivals of four traces (r806, r805, r808, and r809) were interpreted as a 
direct-wave with time intercept 0.05 s and velocity 5.44 km/s, but the results did 
not fit the data.
Results for line 9 analysis using three traces (r902, 904, and 905), displayed 
in Fig. 5.24, showed that the maximum coherency coefficient was at time intercept 
of -0.09 s and velocity 4.95 km/s, which fits the first arrivals of the direct waves 
in the previous work. This segment was interpreted as a direct wave the velocity 
being similar to the 5.14 km/s determined, in the previous work, Fig. 5.20a.
[2] Shot 805N :
The first two traces (r806-r805) were used in an attempt to extract the the 
event interpreted as a headwave with velocity of 6.2 km/s, see Fig 5.19b. The 
result shows that an area of intensive contour lines was at intercept time of 0.28 s 
and velocity 5.43 km/s, Fig. 5.25. By adding trace r804 to the set the highest 
coherency coefficient was at time intercept 0.28 s and velocity 5.43 km/s. When a
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fourth trace was added to the set of traces the maximum coherency coefficient was 
at time intercept of 0.21 and velocity 5.43 km/s, Fig. 5.26. In all tests mentioned 
above a window length of 210 ms was employed. The trajectory passes obliquely 
through the maximum amplitude trend of the first arrivals. A fifth trace was 
included in a further test employing the same processing parameters, this resulted 
in different combination of time and velocity for the maximum coherency 
coefficient. This did not fit the data and, moreover, the coherency coefficient value 
dropped significantly. These tests may suggest that the first four traces(r806-r803) 
are one segment, not two segments as they were interpreted in the previous 
interpretation, and traces r802 onwards are not a part of that segment. No high 
coefficients were found at intercept times and velocities consistent with the origi­
nal interpretation of these data.
Previous interpretation of line 9 suggested that a headwave event with time 
intercept and velocity 6.16 km/s occurs across the two traces (Fig. 5.20b). The 
software could not detect any significant results.
[3] Shot 8 ION
The first headwave event was interpreted with velocity of 6.27 km/s, on the 
first two traces only, Fig. 5.19c. Results of executing the software for these two 
traces, and also by adding another trace (r804), gave an unrealistic combination of 
time and velocity. In the previous interpretation of the data of this shot a Moho 
reflector (R3) was highlighted across all the traces. The software extracted a strong 
reflector at time intercept of 5.36 s and velocity 6.02 km/s, giving a depth of only 
16.13 km, Fig. 5.27. A second coherent energy was detected at a time intercept of 
8.01 s, a velocity of 5.30, and depth of 21.23 km. This energy could be interpreted 
as representing a low-velocity layer although it is most unlikely that such a layer 
could be found at such depth, Fig. 5.28. All traces, except r803, Fig. 5.19c. were 
used in looking for reflectors.
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Only two traces were available on line 9 for this shot, for which the software 
failed to display reliable results.
Applying the software to SWESE lines 8 and 9 gave good matches, mostly, 
on velocity segments with 3 traces and more when applied to segments. With 
three or less traces the results were not matched because of the possibility of the 
presence of coherent noise which produce a higher coherency coefficient. More­
over, applying the software on such few traces cannot be undertaken with a great 
deal of confidence or reliability in the results.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1. Introduction
The end product of any seismic project is to obtain a geophysical model for 
the particular area of interest. Seismic velocity determination is an important and 
probably most crucial factor in achieving this. In this chapter conclusions are 
drawn about the seismic velocity analysis software developed here and the recom­
mendations for further work are outlined.
6.2. Conclusions
The following points summarise the main conclusions which were derived 
from the work carried out in this project. Firstly conclusions relating to the 
software itself:
[1] The unnormalised methods (unnormalised crosscorrelation and the 
mean amplitude summation) did not detect weak events in the presence 
of a strong event, unlike the normalised methods. The statistical normal­
ised crosscorrelation method required longer computer time than other 
methods. Semblance and energy normalised crosscorrelation methods 
gave similar results, although the semblance method showed small 
improvement in the coherency coefficient value.
[2] Events with poor S/N ratio (<1) will display reliable results, when 
other factors are ideal or reasonable.
- 2 0 4  -
[3] An event suffering interference from other events can be related to 
its proper combination of time and velocity. However, it is possible that 
a weak event may not be extracted in the presence of a much stronger 
one.
[4] Velocity aliasing, when correcting for refraction with a long train of 
energy, sometimes will produce erroneous results, in the presence of a 
dominant frequency.
[5] Time correction in search of a certain type of event may give 
misleading results, whenever a strong event of different type occurs with 
a similar path. For example, low curvature reflection may be picked 
when scanning for refraction trajectories.
[6] Arrival time scattering, due to any factor, will reduce the efficiency 
of the software, especially when the shift is half the period of the dom­
inant frequency.
[7] The polarity of the traces must be ensured before executing the pro­
gram.
[8] Since the window length used proved to be of crucial importance, 
tests to determine the appropriate window length should be made prior 
to working on any data.
[9] The possibility of the program to misinterpret coherent noise as a 
consistent energy is higher in the case of a small number (<4) of traces.
Overall, it is anticipated that the application of this software could be used as 
a preliminary analysis tool or to confirm other seismic interpretation methods.
Conclusions concerning the field areas are:
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[10] Along the Newburgh profile results obtained by the program were 
very similar to those obtained by the regression analysis. A geophysical 
model of two layers was produced . The first layer with a velocity 5.2 
km/s and time intercept of 0.02 s and the second of 4.55 km/s and time 
intercept -0.01.
[11] Use of the software has broadly confirmed the presence and param­
eters of regional refractors and reflectors beneath SW Britain, as inter­
preted by Doody (1985) from the SWESE experiment.
6.3. Recommendations for further work
Ideas for work beyond that of this project are:
[1] To save computing time, the time and velocity ranges used in the 
program could be altered so that the program will accept variant ranges. 
For example, where the range of velocity moves upwards with increas­
ing time.
[2] Static corrections applied to the data could improve the results.
[3] For easier use it is suggested that the main program be adapted to 
call the S-Macros automatically, based on parameters within the control 
file.
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PROGRAM coh.f
TO COMPUTE COHERENCY COEFFICIENTS FOR ARRIVALS 
ACROSS A SEISMIC RECEIVER ARRAY EMPLOYING ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING METHODS : SEMBLANCE, UNNORMALISED CROSS­
CORRELATION SUM, ENERGY NORMALISED CROSSCORRELATION 
STATISTICAL NORMALISED CROSSCORRELATION OR MEAN 
AMPLITUDE SUMMATION. COEFFICIENT CALCULATION IS 
CARRIED OUT AFTER A TIME CORRECTION IS MADE TO A 
REFERENCE POINT.
COEFFICIENTS ARE CALCULATED FOR A RANGE OF PARAMETERS 
FOR A GIVEN ARRIVAL TIME. REFRACTION AND REFLECTION 
ARRIVALS MAY BE TESTED AS WAVE AS DIRECT ARRIVALS 
THROUGH A LAYER OR VELOCITY INCREASING WITH DEPTH.
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY EMIL K. SAID,
DEP. OF GEOLOGY,
UNIV. OF GLASGOW, 
DECEMBER 1989
PARAMETER FORMAT EXPLANATION
0PT1 ..MUST BE CAPITAL KIND OF PROCESSING REQUIRED, 
LETTERS 'REFR' REFRACTION
'REFL1 REFLECTION
'SPEED1 VELOCITY GRADIENT
TYPE OF DESIRED COHERENCY:
1 'SEMB1 SEMBLANCE
2 'UNCR1 UNNORMALIZED 
CROSSCORRELATION
3 'SUMS' MEAN AMPLITUDE 
SUMMATION
4 'CROS' ENERGY NORMALIZED 
CROSSCORRELATION SUM
5 'STCR' STATISTICAL NORMALIZED 
CROSSCORRELATION SUM
TO APPLY A FREQUENCY FILTER 
TO THE DATA BEFORE DOING THE 
TASK
'FILTER' USE A FILTER 
'NOFILT’ NO FILTERING
NUMBER OF CHANNEL TO BE PROCESSED
TITLE FOR THE PLOT NOT MORE THAN 
50 CHARACTER 
MAX. NUMBER OF TRACES 
MAX. TRACE LENGTH 
ACTUAL SEISMIC TRACE LENGTH
ACTUAL NUMBER OF TRACES 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES / SEC.
0PT2
0PT3 ____"
0PT4
TIT ... "
M
NS
NSA
NTRACE .. 
SAMPL ...."
- 2 1 2  -
c N + l • • . TIME WINDOW LENGTH ( IN MSEC.)
c
c TSTART « • « TIME TO START PROCESSING (IN SEC.
c TSTOP . • • TIME TO STOP PROCESSING (IN SEC.
c TINC • • • TIME INCREMENT ( IN MSEC. )
c
c (VELOCITY GRADIENT PARAMETERS)
c DV1 , , FIRST CONSTANT
c DV2 SECOND CONSTANT
c DVIN CONSTANT'S INCREMENT
c
c VI « • • INITIAL VELOCITY
c VF • • • FINAL VELOCITY
c VINC • • •." VELOCITY INCREMENT
c
c
C-
c { INPUT CONTROL SYSTEM FILE }
c
c LINE 1 :
c- OPT1 OPT2 OPT3
c
c LINE 2 : TIT
c-
c
c LINE 3 :
c- NTRACE SAMPL OPT4 ( UNFORMATTED )
c
c LINE 4 :
c- N
c
c LINE 5 :
c-
c IF ( OPT1 ) WAS FOR 'REFL' OR 1REFR'
c
c THEN WRITE TSTART TSTOP TINC
c
c
c IF ( OPT1 ) WAS FOR 'SPEED'
c
c THEN WRITE DV1 DV2 DVIN
c
c
c LINE 6 :
c VI VF VINC ( UNFORMATTED )
c
c LINE 7 :
c- FIRST TRACE FILE NAME, NOT MORE THAN
c ( 50 CHARACTERS )
c
c LINE 8 :
c- SECOND TRACE FILE NAME
c .
c .
c .
c LINE N :
O
O
O
Q
O
O
O
 
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o 
0
0
9
0
9
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LAST TRACE FILE NAME
PROGRAM COHERENCY
PARAMETER (NS=4500,M=48,ICH=11)
PARAMETER (NTF=2050, NT2=4098)
DIMENSION XT(M,-NS:NS),ABC(NS)
DIMENSION IXT(ICH),XX(ICH),11(M),I K (M) 
DIMENSION POS(M,ICH),IGAN ( M ,ICH),IPOL ( M ,ICH), 
* ISAMP ( M ,ICH),AMPT(M,ICH)
COMMON XTC(M,-NS:NS),SEMB,SUMS 
COMMON/C2/ F(NT2), R(NT2),S(NTF)
COMMON/CON/ PII,P7,P7TW0,C22,S22,PI2
CHARACTER TIT (50) *1, INFILE * 50 
CHARACTER *8 RSN,SSN,AUT,DAT,INST 
CHARACTER OPT1 * 5,OPT2 * 4,OPT3 * 6
CALL SYSTEM('date>startfile1)
((( READING SECTION )))
READ(5,*) OPT1,OPT2,OPT3
Checking options (1, 2 and 3) for any incorrect input 
If so, then print warning message and stop 
the program
********************************************************** 
checking option 1
WRITE(6,5680)
IF (OPT1.E Q . * REFL1) THEN 
WRITE(6,1900)
1900 FORMAT(/,'TIME CORRECTION (NMO) WILL BE FOR
* REFLECTION DATA')
ELSE IF (OPT1.EQ.'REFR1) THEN 
WRITE(6,1901)
1901 FORMAT(/,’TIME CORRECTION WILL BE FOR REFRACTION
* DATA')
ELSE IF (OPT1.EQ. 'SPEED 1) THEN 
WRITE(6,1022)
1022 FORMAT(/,'TIME CORRECTION WILL BE COMPUTED FOR
* CONTINUOUS VELOCITY INCREASE WITH DEPTH')
ELSE 
WRITE(6,5680)
WRITE(6,1903)
1903 FORMAT(//3x,'ERROR IN KIND OF PROCESSING'
*//17x,'ONLY THREE CHOICES EXIST and must be in
* CAPITAL letters:-',
*//30X,’ * REFL * FOR REFLECTION’
*//30X,' ** REFR ** FOR REFRACTION'
*//30X,' ** SPEED ** FOR CONTINUOUS VELOCITY
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* INCREASE')
C
GO TO 733
END IF
C
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C checking option 2
c  -----------------------------------
IF (OPT2.EQ.'SEMB1) THEN 
WRITE(6,1910)
1910 FORMAT(/,’COHERENCY WILL BE COMPUTED EMPLOYING
* SEMBLANCE METHOD'/)
ELSE IF (OPT2.EQ.'UNCR') THEN 
WRITE(6,1911)
1911 FORMAT(/,'COHERENCY WILL BE COMPUTED EMPLOYING
* UNNORMALIZED CROSSCORRELATION METHOD'/)
ELSE IF (OPT2.E Q .'CROS')THEN 
WRITE(6,1912)
1912 FORMAT(/,'COHERENCY WILL BE COMPUTED EMPLOYING
* ENERGY NORMALIZED CROSSCORRELATION METHOD’/)
ELSE IF (OPT2.E Q .'SUMS')THEN 
WRITE(6,1913)
1913 FORMAT(/,'COHERENCY WILL BE COMPUTED EMPLOYING MEAN
* AMPLITUDE SUMMATION METHOD'/)
ELSE IF (OPT2.E Q .'STCR') THEN 
WRITE(6,5019)
5019 FORMAT(/, 'COHERENCY WILL BE COMPUTED EMPLOYING
* STATISTICAL CROSSCORRELATION SUM METHOD'/)
C
ELSE 
WRITE(6,5680)
WRITE(6,1914)
1914 FORMAT(//,'? ? ? ? ? ? '
*///5X,'ERROR IN THE CHOICE OF COHERENCY METHOD’
*//5X, 'YOU CAN CHOOSE ONE OF THESE FIVE, IN THE CONTROL
* FILE'
*//15X, ' ( SEMB ) FOR SEMBLANCE METHOD'
*//15X,'( UNCR ) FOR UNNORMALIZED CROSSCORRELATION'
*//15X, ' ( CROS ) FOR ENERGY NORMALIZED
* CROSSCORRELATION'
*//15X, ' ( STCR ) FOR STATISTICAL NORMALIZED X-
* CORRELATION SUM'
*//15X,'( SUMS ) FOR MEAN AMPLITUDE SUMMATION’)
C
GO TO 733 
END IF
C
C checking option 3
c  ----------------------------------
IF (OPT3.EQ.'NOFILT') THEN
FIL=0
ELSEIF (OPT3.EQ.'FILTER') THEN 
FIL=1
ELSE
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WRITE(6,5680)
WRITE(6,5690)
5690 FORMAT(///10X,'ERROR IN * FILTER * 
* OPTION',///////////)
GO TO 733 
END IF
C
c
c
c
c
c
5218
C
1092
C
8741
8801
C
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='outcohl')
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE='outcoh2')
write TITLE and SUBTITLES to a separate file, 
'outcoh2',for later input to ' S ' package
WRITE(9,5218)
FORMAT('"* VELOCITY ANALYSIS *"')
READ(5,1092) TIT 
FORMAT (50A)
DO 8741 1=50,1,-1
IF (TIT(I).NE." ") GO TO 8801 
CONTINUE 
NTIT=I+1
TIT(NTIT) = ('"' )
1099
C
C
8191
8192 
C
C
9117
9118
9119 
C
C
1105
1106
1107
1108 
1109
WRITE(9,1099) (TIT(I), 1=1,NTIT)
FORMAT ( "" ,50A)
IF (FIL.EQ.0) WRITE (9,8191)
IF (FIL.EQ.l) WRITE (9,8192)
FORMAT('"0"’)
FORMAT('"1"’)
IF (OPT1.EQ.'REFR') WRITE (9,9117)
IF (OPT1.EQ.'REFL') WRITE (9,9118)
IF (OPT1.EQ.'SPEED') WRITE (9,9119)
FORMAT('"REFR. DATA"')
FORMAT('"REFL. DATA"’)
FORMAT('"CONTINUOUS VELOCITY INCREASE"')
IF (OPT2.EQ.'SEMB') WRITE (9,1105)
IF (OPT2.EQ.'UNCR') WRITE (9,1106)
IF (OPT2.EQ.'SUMS’) WRITE (9,1107)
IF (OPT2.EQ.'STCR') WRITE (9,1108)
IF (OPT2.EQ.'CROS') WRITE (9,1109)
FORMAT ('"SEMB. METHOD FOR"')
FORMAT ('"UNNORMALIZED X-CORR. METHOD FOR"') 
FORMAT ('"MEAN AMPLITUDE SUMMATION FOR"’) 
FORMAT ('"STAT. NORM. X-CORR. METHOD FOR'") 
FORMAT ('"ENERGY NORM. X-CORR. METHOD FOR"')
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IF (0PT1.E Q .1REFR'.O R .OPT1. E Q . 'REFL') NAB=1 
IF (OPT1.EQ. 'SPEED 1) NAB=0
C
READ(5,*) NTRACE,SAMPL, OPT4
C
IF (NTRACE.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE(6,5680)
WRITE(6,1612)
1612 FORMAT(8X,'ERROR WAS FOUND, NUMBER OF TRACES = 1 
* ! ! ? ? ' , / / )
GO TO 733 
END IF
C
READ(5,*) N
C
IF (NAB.EQ.1) READ(5,*) TSTART,TSTOP,TINC
C
IF (NAB.EQ.0) THEN
READ(5,*) DV1,DV2,DVIN
IF (DV1.EQ.0.0) THEN DV1=0.0001
C
END IF
C
READ (5,*) VI, VF, VINC
IXXI=SAMPL
NCHJ=OPT4
C
XIX=(TSTART*IXXI)
C
WRITE(6,1988) NTRACE,IXXI,NCHJ 
1988 FORMAT(/10X,' NUMBER OF TRACES = ',12,
*/5X,’ NUMBER OF SAMPLES / SEC.= ',14,
*/IX,'CHANNEL NUMBER TO BE PROCESS = ',12)
C
ITINC=TINC
IF (NAB.EQ.1) WRITE (6,1156) ITINC,N,TSTART
1156 FORMAT(/15X,'TIME INCREMENT = ',14,' MSEC.'
*/5X,' WINDOW LENGTH = ',14,' MSEC.'
*/5X,'TIME TO START PROCESSING = ',F6.3,' SEC.’)
C
IF (NAB.EQ.0) WRITE (6,1157) DV1,DV2,DVIN
1157 FORMAT(//15X,' INITIAL CONSTANT =',F7.4,
*/15X,' FINAL CONSTANT =',F7.4,
*/15X,'CONSTANT INCREMENT =',F7.4)
C
WRITE(6,9990) VI,VF,VINC 
9990 FORMAT(//5X,' INITIAL VELOCITY =',F6.3,' K/SEC.'
*/5X,' FINAL VELOCITY =',F6.3 ,' K/SEC.'
*/5X,'INCREMENT OF VELOCITY = ’,F6.3,' K/SEC.')
C
C Write to file 'outcoh2' processing control parameters.
C
IF (NAB.EQ.1) WRITE (9,1989) N,ITINC 
IF (NAB.EQ.0) WRITE (9,1563) N,DVIN
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1989 FORMAT('"WINDOW (LENGTH, STEP)=1,14,',',13,1 MSEC."')
1563 FORMAT('"WINDOW LENGTH =',I4,'MSEC. CONSTANT INC.
* = ' ,F5.3, '"')
C
WRITE(9,4117) VINC 
4117 FORMAT('"VELOCITY STEP =',F6.3,! KM/S'")
C
IF (OPT1.E Q .1REFR') WRITE(9,*) '"O'"
IF (OPT1.EQ.'REFL') WRITE(9,*) '"l»»
IF (OPT1.EQSPEED 1) WRITE(9,*) f"2"1
C
WRITE(9,1315)
1315 FORMAT (/10X, ' --------------------------------------  1
*//10X,1 STARTING & ENDING TIMES FOR THE JOB '/)
C 
C 
C
CLOSE (9) 
DO 11 1=1,NTRACE
READ(5,101) INFILE 
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE=INFILE)
READ(1,1) RSN, SSN, AUT,DAT, NCHAN, INST
C
q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C checking option 4
c  ----------------------------------
C Checking option ( 4 ) for any incorrect input
C If so, then print warning message and stop
C the program
C
IF(OPT4.LT.0.OR.OPT4.G T .NCHAN) THEN 
WRITE (6,5680)
WRITE (6,1502) NCHAN 
1502 FORMAT(5X,1 !!!! ERROR IN CHANNEL NUMBER TO BE'
*/5X,' PROCESSED. THERE IS ONLY (1,13,1 ) CHANNELS'
*/5X,' IN THE INPUT FILES.'////)
GO TO 733
END IF
C
DO 41 L=l,NCHAN 
READ(1,2) POS(I,L),IGAN(I,L),IPOL(I,L),
* ISAMP(I,L),AMPT(I,L)
41 CONTINUE
C
C checking the polarity of trace (I) for any error 
C or reverse polarity.
C
IF (IPOL(I,1 ).EQ.1) PC=-1.0
IF (IPOL(1,1).E Q .0) PC=1.0
C
IF (IPOL(1,1).LT .0.OR.IPOL(1,1).G T .1) THEN 
PRINT*,'ERROR IN POLARITY CODE OF TRACE !',INFILE 
GO TO 733 
END IF
I I ( I ) = 0
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c
DO 88 J=l-(ISAMP(I, 1)), 4500
C
IF (INST.E Q .1GLAMK2') THEN 
READ(1,7333,END=1000) (IXT(NJ), NJ=1,NCHAN )
X T (I,J)=IXT(NCHJ)*PC
C
ELSE IF (INST.EQ.'GEOSTR'.OR.INST.EQ.'MARS') THEN 
READ(1,7334,END=1000) (IXT(NJ), NJ=1,NCHAN)
X T (I,J)=IXT(NCHJ)*PC
C
ELSE
READ(1,*,END=1000) ( XX(NJ), NJ=1,NCHAN )
XT(I,J)=XX(NCHJ)*PC
C
END IF
C
II (I)=II(I)+1
C
88 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE 
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C ZERO-CENTER THE DATA & FILTER SECTION
C
C Removing any DC bias on the trace and If 'FILTER' has 
C been called , then filter each trace with the filter 
C operator generated by program 'fwfir'
C
KK=IK(I)
C
DO 83 J=1,KK 
A B C ( J ) = X T ( I , J )
83 CONTINUE
C
CALL REMAV (KK,ABC)
C
IF (FIL.EQ.l) THEN 
CALL PWR2 (KK,ABC,JIL)
CALL FASTFILT (ABC,JIL,I,ICORR)
END IF
DO 91 J=1,KK 
XT (I, J)=ABC(J)
91 CONTINUE
C
0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
CLOSE (UNIT=1)
C
11 CONTINUE
C
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C ((( END OF READING AND FILTERING SECTION ))) 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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C
c
C X T (I, J) the J-th sample in the I-th channel 
C
C SSK is centre of the window, if 0PT1 is 'REFR' or
C 'REFL', or velocity gradient's increment,
C if OPT1 is 'SPEED'.
C
NNEW=(N*SAMPL)/1000
C
C NNEW window length in samples 
C
DO 900 1=1,NTRACE
IK(I)= 1 1 (I)-ISAMP(1,1)
900 CONTINUE
C
LESS=IK(1)
C
DO 808 1=2,NTRACE
IF( LESS.GT.IK(I) ) THEN
LESS=IK(I)
END IF 
808 CONTINUE
C
C TOPI sample number to stop processing
C EN1 related time to stop processing
C STEP time increment related to samples
C XIX sample number to start processing
C CONS sample interval 
C
TOPI=TSTOP*SAMPL
C
IF (TOPI.GT. (LESS- (KNEW/2))) THEN 
TOPI=LESS-(NNEW/2)
END IF
C
ENl=TOPI/SAMPL
C
IF (NAB.EQ.l) WRITE(6,1920) EN1 
1920 FORMAT(/,'PROCESSING ENDS AT TIME =',F6.3,' SEC.') 
C
STEP=(TINC*IXXI)/10C0.00
C
CONS=1000.00/SAMPL
C
IF (NAB.EQ.0) THEN 
XIX=DV1 
TOPI=DV2 
STEP=DVIN
END IF
C
^ A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
C Computing section
C
Q a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
c
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o
o
o
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o
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DO 2 0 0 0  S S K = X I X ,T O P I ,S T E P
C
TK=0.0
C
IF (NAB.EQ.l) THEN
TK=SSK/SAMPL 
K=SSK
END IF
C
IF (NAB.EQ.O) THEN
TK=0.00 
K=0
END IF
C
DO 2001 VEL=VI,VF,VINC
C
DO 2002 1=1,NTRACE
C
DTK=0.00
C
IF (OPT1 .EQ.'REFL') THEN
DTK=(SQRT((TK**2) + (POS(I,l) **2/VEL**2)))-TK 
ELSE IF (OPT1.EQ.'REFR') THEN 
DTK=( POS(I,l) )/ ( VEL )
ELSE
PTL=0.00 
SIL=0.00 
ZAK=0.00
PTL= (SSK*POS(I, 1) ) /(2.0*VEL)
SIL=LOG(PTL+(SQRT((PTL**2) +1.00)))
DTK=(2.00/SSK)*SIL 
END IF
C
MCR=INT(DTK*SAMPL)
TK K-th sample equivlant time 
DTK delta ( TK )
MCR number of samples relative to ( DTK )
FF1=DTK+TK
FF2=REAL((K+MCR)/SAMPL)
FF=((FF1-FF2)*1000.00)/CONS
DO 2003 J=K-(NNEW/2),K+(NNEW/2) 
JC=J+MCR
Checking that the new location of the sample (JC) 
is within the trace length. If not, write message 
(4367) and terminate this (VEL) loop.
IF (JC.LT.(ISAMP(I,NCHJ)*(-1)).OR.JC.GT.IK(I)) THEN 
C
WRITE (6,4367) TK,VEL,I 
4367 FORMAT (/X, 'AT TIME =',F7.3,’S. EMPLOYING VELOCITY 
* =',F7.3,'KM/S FOR TRACE No.(',12,'), NO DATA'/)
C
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GO TO 2222 
END IF
C
C computing the amplitude for (XTC) , by linear
C interpolation.
C
XTC(I,J)=XT(I,JC)+((XT(I,JC+1)-XT(I,JC))*FF)
C
C XTC(I, J) (Jth) sample in the (Ith) trace
C after correction
2003 CONTINUE
C
2002 CONTINUE
C
C
SUMS=0.00 
SEMB=0.00
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (OPT2.EQ.'SEMB') CALL SEMBLANCE1 (K,NNEW,NTRACE)
C
C computing coherency coeff. using
C * semblance method *
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (OPT2.EQ.'UNCR*) CALL SEMBLANCE2(K,NNEW,NTRACE)
C
C computing coherency coeff. using
C ** unnormalized crosscorrelation **
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (OPT2.EQ.'CROS') CALL SEMBLANCE3(K,NNEW,NTRACE)
C
C computing coherency coeff. using
C *** energy normalized crosscorrelation method ***
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (OPT2.E Q .’SUMS’) CALL SEMBLANCE4 (K,NNEW,NTRACE)
C
C calculation for coherency coeff. using
C **** mean amplitude summation method *****
C----------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (OPT2.EQ.'STCR') CALL SEMBLANCE5(K,NNEW,NTRACE)
C
C computing coherency coeff. using
C ***** statistical normalized crosscorrelation method *****
C----------------------------------------------------------
C
IF (SUMS.EQ.0.00) GO TO 6556
C
IF (NAB.EQ.l) WRITE(10,99) TK,VEL,SEMB 
IF (NAB.EQ.0) WRITE(10, 99) SSK, VEL,SEMB
C
C
2222 CONTINUE
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C
2001 CONTINUE
C
WRITE(10,777)
2000 CONTINUE 
C
WRITE(6, 5 680)
C
IF (SUMS.NE.0.00) THEN 
WRITE (6,4516)
GO TO 7189 
END IF
C
4 516 FORMAT ( /////15X, 1 ************************* * )
C
'6556 WRITE(6,5551) TK,VEL
5551 FORMAT(//5X,’PROCESSING STOPPED AT',F6.3,' SEC.'
*/, ’NO DATA AFTER THIS TIME ',/'VELOCITY USED’,F6.3,'
* KM/SEC. FOR NMO CORRECTION')
C
7189 CONTINUE 
C
CLOSE(UNIT=10)
C
WRITE(6,3971)
C
3971 FORMAT (/3X,'To plor the results',
*/6x,'type " S " then <RETURN> then "device"', 
*/16x, 'eg tekl4, tek.4107, gould or unixplot',
*//10x,'followed by one of these interactive MACROS', 
*//15X,'?plocon Display contour map of the results', 
*/15X,'?plomax Display max. coefficient values', 
*/15X,'?plospc Display typical velocity spectra', 
*/15X,'?plopek Display peaks log',
*///10X,'"device" refer to the graphical device', 
*//15X,'when plotting no "gould" or "unixplot"',
*/16X,'use the following forms',
*//16X,'eg ?plocon;?gould ?plospc;?unixplot')
C
C
1 FORMAT (2(A6,2X),A3,2X, A8, 13, 2X, A6)
2 FORMAT (F7.3,13,12,IS,F7.3)
99 FORMAT ( 3X,F6.3,3X,F8.3,3X,FI9.6)
101 FORMAT (A)
5680 FORMAT(20(/))
7333 FORMAT (315)
7334 FORMAT (415)
1 1 1 FORMAT ( 4X,'N A ',9X,'N A ',17X,'N A ')
C
CALL SYSTEM ('date>er.dfile; cat startfile endf ile>ttl' ) 
CALL SYSTEM('cat outcoh2 ttl>time ; rm outcoh2 ')
CALL SYSTEM('mv time outcoh2 ; 
rm startfile endfile ttl')
C
WRITE(6,1314)
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1314 FORMAT(/9X, 1 NOTE : Processing parameters and timing 
* for the 1
*/17X,'job can be found in a file called (outcoh2)')
C
733 STOP 
END
C
C
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C SEMBLANCE METHOD
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
c
SUBROUTINE SEMBLANCE1 (K,NNEW,NTRACE)
PARAMETER (NS=4500,M=48,ICH=11)
COMMON XTC(M,-NS:NS),SEMB,SUMS
C
DO 3 J=K— (NNEW/2),K+(NNEW/2)
FSUM=0.0
C
DO 4 1=1,NTRACE
FSUM=FSUM+XTC(I, J)
4 CONTINUE
C
FSUM=FSUM**2
SUMS=SUMS+FSUM
C
3 CONTINUE
C
IF(SUMS.E Q .0.0) RETURN
C
SUMB=0.0
C
DO 5 J=K-(NNEW/2),X+(NNEW/2)
C
SUMD=0.0
C
DO 6 1=1,NTRACE
SUMD=SUMD+XTC(I,J)**2 
6 CONTINUE
C
SUMB=SUMB+SUMD
C
5 CONTINUE
C
SUMT=NTRACE * SUMB
C
SEMB=SUMS/SUMT
C
888 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
C-----------------------------------------------------------------
C UNNORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD
c   --------------------------
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C
SUBROUTINE SEMBLANCE2 (K,NNEW,NTRACE) 
PARAMETER ( N S = 4 5 0 0 , M = 4 8 , I C H = 1 1 )  
COMMON X T C ( M , - N S : N S ) , SEMB,SUMS  
DIMENSION SUM(NS)
DO 1 0 3  J = K —(NNEW/2 ) , K + (N N E W /2 )
S U M 1 = 0 . 0
S U M 2 = 0 . 0
DO 1 4  1 = 1 , NTRACE
SUM1=SUM1+XTC( I , J )
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + ( X T C ( I , J ) * * 2 )
1 4  CONTINUE
SUM1=SUM1* *2
SUM ( J )  =SUM1-SUM2
C
1 0 3  CONTINUE
S U M S = 0 . 0
C
DO 1 0 6  J = K - ( N N E W / 2 ) , K + ( N N E W / 2 )  
SUMS=SUMS+ SUM( J )
1 0  6 CONTINUE
C
I F  ( S U M S . E Q . 0 . 0 0 )  RETURN 
S E M B = S U M S * 0 . 5
C
RETURN
END
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C
SUBROUTINE SEMBLANCE3(K,NNEW,NTRACE)
PARAMETER ( N S = 4 5 0 0 , M = 4 8 , I C H = 1 1 )
COMMON X T C ( M , - N S : N S ) , SEMB,SUMS
i
S U M 3 = 0 . 0
S U M S = 0 . 0
DO 1 0 8  J = K - ( N N E W / 2 ) , K + ( N N E W / 2 )
i
S U M 1 = 0 . 0  
S U M 2 = 0 . 0
i
DO 1 3  1 = 1 , NTRACE 
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + X T C ( I , J )
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + ( X T C ( I , U ) * * 2 )
1 3  CONTINUE
SUM1=SUM1* *2
SUMS=SUMS+SUM2
SUM3=SUM3+(SUM1-SUM2)
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c
1 0 8 CONTINUE
C
I F  ( S U M S . E Q . O . 0 0 0 )  RETURN 
S U M S= SU M S* (N T R A C E -1)
C
SEMB=SUM3/SUMS
C
RETURN
END
C
c------
c MEAN AMPLITUDE SUMMATION METHOD
c------
c
SUBROUTINE SEMBLANCE4 ( K, NNEW,NTRACE) 
PARAMETER ( N S = 4 5 0 0 , M = 4 8 , I C H = 1 1 )  
COMMON X T C ( M , - N S : N S ) , SEMB, SUMS
c
DO 6 5 2 3 4  1 = 1 , NTRACE 
S U M L = 0 . 0 0
c
DO 1 9 2 3 .  J = K - ( N N E W / 2 ) , K + ( N N E W / 2 )  
SUML=SUML+XTC(I ,  J )
1 9 2 3 CONTINUE
C
SU ML= SU ML/ (N NEW *1. 0 0 )  
SUMS=SUMS+SUML
C
6 5 2 3 4 CONTINUE
C
I F  ( S U M S . E Q . O . 0 0 0 )  RETURN
/ C
C
C
C--------
C
SEMB=SUMS
RETURN
END
c S T A T I S T I C A L  NORMALIZED CROSSCORRELATION SUM
c
c------
c
SUBROUTINE SEMBLANCES(K,NNEW,NTRACE) 
PARAMETER ( N S = 4 5 0 0 , M = 4 8 , I C H = 1 1 )  
COMMON X T C ( M , - N S : N S ) , S E M B , S U M S  
DIMENSION AK(M)
c
A K H = 2 . 0 0 / ( ( N T R A C E -1 ) *NTRACE)
c
DO 3 91  1 = 1 , NTRACE 
S U N N = 0 . 0
DO 3 92  J = K - ( N N E W / 2 ) , K + ( N N E W / 2 )  
S U N N = S U N N + ( X T C ( I , J ) * * 2 )
3 9 2 CONTINUE
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A K ( I ) = S U N N  
3 9 1  CONTINUE
S U M J = 0 . 0 0
C 
C
DO 1 1 0 1  J = K - ( N N E W / 2 ) , K + (N N E W /2 )
S U M P = 0 . 0 0
DO 2 2 0 1  I P = 1 , ( N T R A C E - 1)
S U M I = 0 . 0 0
DO 3 3 0 1  1 = 1 , N T R A C E - I P  
AMAG=XTC( I , J ) * X T C ( ( I  + I P ) , J )
SUM S= SQ RT( A K ( I ) * A K ( I + I P ) )
I F  ( S U M S . E Q . 0 . 0 )  RETURN
SUMI=SUMI+(AMAG/SUMS)
C
3 3 0 1  CONTINUE
SUMP=SUMP+SUMI  
2 2 0 1  CONTINUE
SUMJ=SUMJ+SUMP  
1 1 0 1  CONTINUE
C
SEMB=SUMJ*AKH
C
RETURN
END
/
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PROGRM s t k . f
T H I S  PROGRAM WILL STACK ALL THE INPUT TRACES  
AND THE OUTPUT WILL BE ONE TRACE ONLY
NOTES :
( 1 )  TRACES MUST NOT BE MORE THAN ( (  4 8  ) )
( 2 )  NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER TRACE MUST NOT BE MORE THAN 
( (  4 5 0 0  ) )
PARAMETER FORMAT EXPLANATION
OUT FIL E . . .  * *  . . . .  NAME OF THE OUTPUT F I L E
NF ..................... * *  . . . .  ACTUAL NUMBER OF TRACES
CONTROL F I L E
L IN E  1 :
------------------  THE OUTPUT F I L E  NAME
L I N E  2 :
  NF ( NUMBER OF TRACES )
L IN E 3 :
----------------------  1 s t  TRACE F I L E  NAME
LI N E  N :
------------------  N t h  TRACE F I L E  NAME
READING SECTION
PARAMETER ( n s = 8 5 0 0 , m = 48)
DIMENSION x t ( m , - n s : n s ) , I I ( n s ) , E K ( m )  
DIMENSION p o s ( m , 3 ) , i g a n ( m ,  3 ) , i p o l ( m , 3 ) ,
* i s a m p ( m , 3 ) , a m p t ( m , 3 )
CHARACTER*1 5  O U T F I L E , I N F I L E
CHARACTER * 8  r s n , s s n , a u t , d a t , n c h a n , i n s t
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R E A D (5 , * ) OUTFILE  
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 0 , F I L E = O U T F I L E )
C
R E A D ( 5 ,  *)  n f
P R I N T * ,  OUTFILE
P R I N t * ,  'NUMBER OF T R A C E S = 1, n f
C
DO 1 1  i = l , n f
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 1 )  i n f i l e
C
O P E N ( u n i t = l , f i l e = i n f i l e )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 )  r s n ,  s s n ,  a u t , d a t ,  n c h a n ,  i n s t
C
DO 4 1  1 = 1 , 3  
R E A D ( 1 , 2 )  p o s ( i , l ) , i g a n ( i , 1 ) , i p o l ( i , 1 ) ,
* i s a m p  ( i ,  1 )  , a m p t  ( i ,  1 )
4 1  CONTINUE
C
i s = i s a m p  ( i ,  1 )
P R I N T * ,  ' ISAMP OF TRACE N o . ' , i , ' = ' , i s
C
I I ( I ) = 0
DO 8 8  j = l - i s , 8 5 0 0  
R E A D ( 1 , * , e n d = 1 0 0 0 )  x t r a c e
C
I F  ( i p o l ( i , 1 ) . E Q . 1 ) THEN 
x t  ( i , j ) = x t r a c e * ( - 1 )
ELSE  
x t ( i , j ) = x t r a c e  
END I F
C
I I  ( I ) = 1 1 ( I ) + 1
C
8 8  CONTINUE
1 0 0 0  P R I N T * , ' N o . OF SAMPLES OF TR.  1, i ,  ' = ' , I I ( I )
C
CLOSE ( u n i t = l )
C
1 1  CONTINUE
C
W R I T E ( 1 0 , 3 )
W R I T E ( 1 0 , 4 )  p o s ( 1 , 1 )
C
DO 4 8  1 = 1 , 2  
W R I T E ( 1 0 , 5 )
4 8 CONTINUE
C__________________________________________________________
C ( (  CALCULATION SECTION ) )
C
C x t ( i , j ) : THE J t h  SAMPLE I N  THE I t h  CHENNAL
C
DO 9 5 3  1 = 1 , NF
E K ( I ) = 1 1 ( I ) - I S A M P ( I , 1)
9 5 3  CONTINUE
C
L E S S = E K ( 1 )
O 
t-H 
CM 
00
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c
DO 9 5 6  1 = 2  , NF
C
I F  ( L E S S . G T . E K ( I )  ) THEN 
L E S S = E K ( I )
END I F
C
9 5  6 CONTINUE
P R I N T * , ' END OF PROCESSING; AT SAMPLE N U M B E R : ' , LE SS
c
DO 2 0  L = 1 , LE SS
C
I S U M = 0 . 0
S U M = 0 . 0
C
DO 3 0  N = 1 , n f
S U M = S U M + x t ( N , L )
3 0  CONTINUE
ISUM=SUM/NF
W R I T E ( 1 0 , 1 9 8 8 )  I S U M , 0 , 0  
2 0 CONTINUE
C
p r i n t * , 1* OUTPUT F I L E  NAME I S  ( (  1 , O U T F I L E , 1) )  * '
C L O S E ( U N I T = 1 0 )
FORMAT ( 2 ( a 6 , 2 x ) , a 3 , 2 x , a 8 , i 3 , 2 x , a 6 )
FORMAT ( f 7 . 3 , i 3 , i 2 , i 6 , f 7 . 3 )
FORMAT ( ' S U M  ' , 4 X ,  ' WAVE' , 4 X ,  ' E K S ' , 2 X ,  ' 2 0 - 0 4 - 8 8  1 , 2X  
* , ' 3 ' , 2 X , ' GLAMK2' )
4 FORMAT ( f 7 . 3 , 2 X , ' 1 ' , X , ' 0 ' , 3 X , ' 0 0 0 ' , 2 X , ' 0 . 0 0 0 ' )
5 FORMAT ( X , ' 0 0 . 0 0 0 ' , 2 X , ' l ' , X , ' 0 ’ , 3 X , ' 0 0 0 ' , 2 X , ' 0 . 0 0 0 ' )
1 0 1  FORMAT ( a )
1 9 8 8  FORMAT ( 3 1 5 )
C
STOP
END
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C PROGRAM S Y N T H . f
C
C T H I S  PROGRAM WILL GENERATE RANDOM N OI SE  BY CALLING  
C MACRO ? n o i s e ,  I N  THE "S" PACKAGE AND SIGNAL  
C FOR D I F F E R E N T :  ARRIVAL TIME,  FREQUENCY, SPAN,
C S / N  AND SAMPLING RATE.
C
C
PARAMETER ( K N = 4 0 0 0 )
REAL X I ( K N ) , Y( KN)
INTEGER 1 X 1 ( K N ) , I Y( KN)
CHARACTER * 1 8  A 
CHARACTER * 1 N
C
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 1 5 1 )
5 1 5  FORMAT( / / / / , 1 CREATE RANDOM NO IS E I N  THE " S " '
* / / 9 X , ' B Y  TYPING ? n o i s e  ( t i m e )  THEN <  RETURN > '  
* / / 9 x , ' A F T E R  THE PROMPT > APPEARS ON THE S C R E E N . '
* / / 9 X , ' WHERE t i m e  I S  THE LENGTH OF N O I S E  I N  SECONDS'  
* / / 9 X , ’ AND 2 0 0  I S  THE SAMPLING R A T E ' )
C
CALL SYSTEM ( ' S ' )
C
c
P R I N T * , ' N A M E  THE OUTPUT F I L E  P L E A S E '
READ*,  A
C
OPEN ( U N I T = 1 , F I L E = A )
C
P R I N T * , ' I F  YOU NEED TIT LE AT THE BE GI NNING OF THE
* OUTPUT F I L E ,  THEN TYPE ( y e s  ) .
* I F  NOT THEN TYPE ( n o )  '
C
READ * ,  N
C
I F  ( N . E Q . ' y 1 ) THEN
C
P R I N T * , ' T Y P E  THE DISTANCE FOR T H IS  TRACE, THE NUMBER
* MUST BE R E A L ’
R E A D ( * , 1 0 8 ) D I S
C
P R I N T * , D I S
C
END I F
C
SAMP= 2 0 0 . 0  
P R I N T * , ' '
P R I N T * , ' T Y P E  EVENT S TIME ( i n  s e c . )  FREQUENCY, LENGTH
* ( i n  m s e c . ) *  & S / N  RATIO'
R E A D * , T l , F I , L I , Z 1
C
I F  ( N . E Q . ' n ' )  WRITE ( 1 , * )  F I
C
T 1 = T 1 * 1 0 0 0
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P R I N T * ,  1 TYPE THE LAST N O ISE  LENGTH ( i n  s e c . ) '  
READ*,  XL5
C
X L 5= X L 5 * 1 0 0 0
PR IN T  * ,  1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
C
OPEN ( U N I T = 2 , F I L E = " n n l " )
C
J J = 0
DO 2 0 2 0  1 = 1 , 7 0 0 0  
READ ( 2 ,  * , e n d = 9 1 )  X I ( I )
X I  ( I ) = X 1 ( I ) * 2  
J J = J J + 1  
2 0 2 0  CONTINUE
p r i n t * , ’ END OF N O IS E  AT ' , J J , ' L A S T  SAMPLE V A LU E1 
* ,  ' = '  , X I  ( J J )
9 1  CONTINUE
C
CLOSE ( U N I T = 2 )
C
I F  ( N . E Q . ’ y ' )  THEN 
DO 6 5 6 3  1 = 1 , J J
1 X 1 ( I ) = X 1 ( I ) * 1 0 0 0  
6 5  6 3  CONTINUE
p r i n t * , ' E N D  = ' , J J , ' VALUE= ' , I X 1 ( J J )
END I F
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C T H I S  SECTION TO WRITE THE TI T L E  ONLY
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I F  ( N . E Q . ' y ' )  THEN
C
W R I T E ( 1 , 1 )
C
WR I T E ( 1 , 2 )  D I S
C
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 2
WRITE ( 1 , 3 )
1 0  CONTINUE
C
END I F
C
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C CALCULATION SECTION
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
I F I N l = T l / 5
p r i n t * , ' E N D  OF F I R S T  NOISE  SEGMENT = ' , I F I N 1  
DO 3 0 3 0  1 = 1 , I F I N 1
I F  (N . EQ . ' y  ' )  THEN 
W R I T E ( 1 ,  1 7 5 5 )  1 X 1 ( 1 ) ,  0 , 0  
ELSE
WR I T E ( 1 , * )  X I ( I )
END I F  
3 0 3 0  CONTINUE 
C
S F 2 = 1 / F 1
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ASF2=SF2*SAMP
C
XL2=1000.0/Ll 
SR2=F1/XL2
C
DO 300 I=1,SR2*ASF2 
Y (I)=SIN((I/ASF2)*6.2832) *2*Z1 
IF (N.EQ.'y1) THEN 
IY(I)=Y(I)*1000 
WRITE(1,1755) IY(I),0,0 
ELSE 
WRITE(1,*) Y(I)
END I F
C
300 CONTINUE
C
K=T1+L1
KK=K/5
NP=XL5/5
IFIN3=KK+NP
C
DO 5050 I=KK,IFIN3 
IF (N.EQ.'y') THEN 
W R I T E(1,1755) 1X1(1),0,0 
ELSE
WRITE(1,*) X1(I)
END IF 
5050 CONTINUE
C
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
C
1 FORMAT ('TEST',4X, 'WAVE',4X, 'EKS',2X, '20-04-88',2x
*, '3',2X, 'GLAMK2')
2 FORMAT( F7.3,2X,'l',X,'O’,3X,'000',2X,'0.000')
3 FORMAT (2X,'0.000',2X,'l',X,'O',3X,'000',2X,'0.000')
108 FORMAT (f7.3)
1755 FORMAT (315)
C
PRINT*,'THE OUTPUT FILE NAME IS ',A 
STOP
C
END
APPENDIX 2. MACROS
MACRO plopek
un
uIT
print ("THIS MACRO WILL PLOT THE MAX. COEFFICIENTS
# OF THE COHERENCY COEFFICIENT ",quote=F)
#
#
p r i n t (" ",quote=F) 
tit<-read("outcoh2")
#
if (tit [3] ==" 1") { # if filter was used
xman<-read("fwk3") # then to read file
# "fwk3",which
if(len(xman)==6){ # contains filter
# parameters
#
c r h < - ( e n c o d e ( x m a n [2] ,xman [ 3] , "Hz") ) }
#
if(len(xman)==8){ 
crh<- (encode ( 11B . P . FILTER" , xman [3 ] , xman [ 4 ] , xman [5] , "Hz" ) ) }}
#
#
s e i s n < - m a t r i x ( r e a d ( " o u t c o h l " ) ,ncol=3,byrow=T) 
ti m f < - s e i s n [ , 1]
#
j< - ? m i ssing(timf) 
s e i s < - s e i s n [ !j , ]
#
t i m < - s e i s [,1] 
s c 3 < - s e i s [, 3]
#
e m < - m a x (s c 3 ) 
j j<- c (sc3<em)
mah<-seis [! j j, ] # mah is the row of the max. coeff.
# ..
p r i n t  ( e n c o d e  (" M A X .C O E F F . = " ,mah[3] , "AT T I M E = " / m a h [ l ]  , "
S E C ."),q u o t e = F )
print(encode (" AND VEL. =",mah[2]/" KM/SEC."), 
qu o te=F)
#
#
t t O N U L L
vv<-NULL
#
for(i in unique(tim)) {
s c m a x < - m a x (s c 3 [tim==i] )
v<-sc3[tim==i & sc3==scmax] 
vv<-c (w, v) 
tt<-c(tt,rep(i,len(v) ) ) }
#
par(mar=c(9,4.1,4.1,3.1))
par(col=2,lty=l)
#
naj<-1it [ 8] 
if (naj=="0") {
yyl<-("Time Intercept, Sec.") 
xl<-("Velocity km/s")}
if(naj=="l") {
yyl<-("Two-Way Time, Sec.") # (lables for
xl<- ( "Velocity, km/s") } # x-Y axes)
i f (na j = = "2") {
yyl<-("Velocity gradient, km/sec./km. ") 
xl<-(" Surface Velocity, km/s")}
#
max c o<-max(vv)
yll<-(encode("MAX. POWER= ",maxco))
#
#
plot(vv,tt, axes=F,type="1",xlab=" ",ylab=" " )
#
#
par (col = l ) 
title(ylab=yyl) 
mtext (xl,1,2) 
a x i s (1,label=T) 
a x i s (2,label=T) 
a x i s (3,label=F) 
a x i s (4,label=F) 
box (2)
#
t i t [1]<-("WINDOW PEAKS LOG") 
ft i t < - ( e n c o d e ( t i t [5] ,tit [4]))
#
mtext (tit [1] ,3,2) 
mtext(tit[2],3,l)
#
par (adj = 0) 
mtext(ftit,1,4) 
mtext (tit [ 6] ,1,5) 
mtext(tit [7],1,6) 
m t e x t ( y l l ,1,7)
#
' 'if (tit [3] =="1" ) { '
mtext(crh,1,8)}
#
END
MACRO plocon 
#
# THIS MACRO WILL DISPLAY THE COHERENCY COIFFICIENT
# IN ONE FIGURE BY TWO PLOTS :
# 1) CONTOUR LINES
# 2) WINDOW PEAKS LOG
#
print (1 " , quote=F)
print ("THIS MACRO HAS THE OPTION TO PLOT COLOURED 
CONTOUR",quot e = F )
print ("LINES OR TO PLOT IT USING SOLID DOTTED & DASHED
L I N E S . quote=F)
#
#
print(" ",quote=F)
print(" ",quote=F)
# * first option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=F)
print(" 0 TO CONTOUR ALL COHERENCY COEFFICIENT
VALUES" , quote=F)
#
print(" 1 TO CONTOUR COEFFICIENTS > MEAN
VA L U E " ,q u o t e = F )
#
print (" 2 TO CONTOUR COEFFICIENTS >' ( MEAN+MAX.
VALUE) / 2 " ,quote=F)
# -•
val<-rea d ( l e n g t h = l , print = F)
#
# * second option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=F)
print (" THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF CONTOUR
LINES",q u o t e = F )
#
user<-read(length=l,print=F)
#
# * third option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=F)
print(" 1 TO PRINT LABELS ON CONTOUR
LINES",q u o t e = F )
print(" 0 NO LABELS",quote=F)
lbs < - r e a d (l e n g t h = l , print = F )
#
# * fourth option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=F)
print(" 1 TO COLOUR THE CONTOUR LINES",
quote=F)
print(" 0 TO USE SOLID, DOTTED AND DASHED CONTOUR
LINES",quote=F)
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#
lon<-read(length=l, print = F) 
print(" ",quote=F)
print (" PROCESSING STARTS AT ")
s y s ("d a t e ")
print(" " , quote=F)
#
if (1o n== 1) {
print("ON THE PLOTTER (gould) USE :",quote=F) 
print(" HOLE NO. 1 TO PRINT
T I T L E S ",quot e = F )
print (" HOLE N O . 2, 3 & 4 TO PLOT
DIFFERENT C O L O U R S " , q u o t e = F )
)
#
if (lon = = 0 ) {
print(" ON THE PLOTTER (gould) USE :",quote=F) 
print (" HOLE N O . 1 TO PRINT TITLES",quote=F)
print (" HOLE N O . 2 TO PLOT DIFFERENT TYPES OF
CONTOUR LINES " , quote=F)}
#
tit<-read("outcoh2")
#
if(tit[3]=="1"){ n if filter was used
xman<-read (Mfwk3") # then to read file
# # "fwk3" which contains,
if (len(xman)==6){ # filter parameters
c r h < - (e n c o d e ( x m a n [2] ,x m a n  [ 3] , "Hz") ) }
#
if(len(xman)==8){ 
crh<-(encode(" B .P . FILTER" , xma n [3] ,x m a n [4] , x m a n [5],"Hz"))}} 
#
s e i s < - m a t r i x ( r e a d ("outcohl " ) , ncol=3,byrow=T)
# ,
p r i n t (" ",quote=F)
#
i < - ? m i s s i n g ( s e i s [, 1]) 
s e i s n < - s e i s [!i ,] 
z<-seisn[,3]
#
if (v a l = = 0 ) {
se<-seisn 
yl<-se[,1] 
xl<-se[,2] 
z8<-se[,3]
}
#
if (val==l) {
zl<-mean(z) ; ii< -c (z<z1)
se<-seisn[!ii, ]
yl<-se [,1] # (se) is the final matrix which
xl<-se[, 2] # contains only the desiered
z8<-se[,3] # coefficients.
}
#
if (val==2) {
zl<-mean(z) ; zm<-max(z)
- 2 3 8 -
a v < - ( (zl+zm) /2) 
i i<-c(z<av) 
se<-seisn[! i i ,] 
yl<-se[,1] 
xl<-se[, 2] 
z8<-se[, 3]
}
#
e m < - m a x (z 8) 
j j < ~ c (z 8<em)
mah<-se [ ! j j, ] # mah is the row of the max. coeff.
#
print(encode("MAX. COEFF. =",mah[3]," AT TIME=",m a h [1]," 
S E C . " ) ,q u o t e = F )
print(encode (" AND VEL. =",mah[2] , " KM/SEC."), 
quote=F)
#
tt<-NULL
vv<-NULL
for(i in unique(yl)) { # computing max. coeff.
scmax<-max (z8 [yl==i] ) # for each window
v<-z 8 [yl==i & z8==scmax] 
w < - c  (w, v) 
tt<-c(tt,rep(i,len(v)))
}
#
f i t < - i n t e r p (x l ,y 1, z 8) 
c o n v a l s < - p r e t t y (fit$ z , nint=user) 
c o n v a l s C - r o u n d (c o n v a l s , 3) 
i n c l < - ( c o n v a l s [2]- c o n v a l s [1]) 
incl<-round(incl,3)
# (contour intervals computation)
maxc<-(max(convals)-incl)
lmax<-(maxc-(incl*2) ) 
ll.max<- (lmax- (incl/2) ) 
minc<-(min(convals ) + i n c l )
#
kk<-c (convals<llmax) set<-
c o n v a l s [!kk]
# (dividing contour intervals
# into three sets for different
# colours, or types) 
convmen<-mean(convals)
mm<-c (c o n v a l s > = c o n v m e n ) 
s e t l < - c o n v a l s [!mm]
#s s t < - c ( (max(setl) -incl) , max (setl) ) 
msst<-c(min(setl)+incl)
mk<-c(convals>=llmax | convals<convmen) 
s e t 2 < - c o n v a l s [!mk] 
if (len(set2)= = 0) {
set2<-max(set1) }
#
print (encode ( "MIN . CONTOUR ='' , msst) , quote=F) 
print(encode("MAX. CONTOUR =" , maxc),quote=F) 
print(encode("CONTOUR INTERVAL =",incl) , quote=F)
#
par (fig=c(0,0.78,0,1)) 
p a r ( m a r = c (9,4.1,4.1,2.4))
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#
if(lon==l){ # colouring option
if (lbs ==1) {
par (col = 2 )
contour(fit, v = s e t , l a b e x = l ,axes=F) 
par (col = 3 )
contour(fit, v = s e t 2 , a d d = T ,labex = l ,axes=F ) 
par (col = 4)
contour(fit, v = s e t l , a d d = T ,1 a b e x = l ,axes=F )
}
#
if (l b s = = 0 ) { 
p a r ( c o l = 2 )
contour(fit, v = s e t , labex=0,axes=F) 
par (col = 3 )
contour(fit, v = s e t 2 , a d d = T ,labex = 0 ,a x e s = F ) 
par (col = 4 )
c o n t o u r (f i t , v = s e t l , a d d = T ,l a b e x = 0 ,a x e s = F )
} }
#
#
if(lon==0){ # (different types of lines)
i f(lbs==l){
p a r (c o l = 2 , l t y = l )
contour(fit, v = s e t , l a b e x = l ,axes=F) 
p a r (co1=2,l t y = 5 )
contour(fit, v=set2 , a d d = T ,labex=l,axes=F) 
par(col = 2, l t y = 4 )
contour(fit, v = s e t 1, a d d = T ,l a b e x = l ,axes=F)
}
#
if(lbs==0) {
' p a r (c o l = 2 ,l t y = l )
c o n t o u r (f i t , v = s e t , l a b e x = 0 ,axes=F) 
par(col = 2, l t y = 5 )
contour(fit,v=set2 , a d d = T ,l a b e x = 0 ,axes=F) 
par(col = 2, l t y = 4 )
c o n t o u r (f i t ,v = s e t 1, a d d = T , 1 abex = 0 ,axes=F)
} }
#
#
par(col=l,lty=l)
#
naj<-tit [8] 
if(naj=="0"){
yyl<-("Time Intercept, Sec.") 
xl<-("Velocity, km/s")}
if(naj = ="l" ) {
yyl<-("Two-Way Time, Sec.") # (lables for
xl<-("Velocity, km/s") } # X-Y axes)
if (naj = = " 2 " ) {
yyl<-("Velocity gradient km/sec./km.") 
xl<— (" Surface Velocity km/s")}
«
title(ylab=yyl)
stit<-(encode("CONTOUR (MIN,MAX,INT)=",msst , maxc 
ftit<-(encode(tit[5] ,tit [4] ) )
,incl))
- 2 4 0 -
m text(xl,1,2) 
a x i s (1,label=T) 
a x i s (2,label=T) 
a x i s (3,label=F) 
a x i s (4,l a b e l = F ) 
box (2)
#
par (f ig=c ((>,1,0,1)) 
mtext (tit[1] , 3,2) 
p a r ( c e x = l .0,col=l)
#
mtext(tit[2],3,l) 
par(adj=0) 
mtext(ftit,l,4) 
mtext(tit[6],1, 5) 
m t e x t ( t i t [7],1,6) 
m t e x t (s t i t ,1,7)
#
if (tit [3]=="1") {
mtext(crh,1,8)
}
#
# ( plotting window peaks log section )
#
par(new=T)
p a r ( f i g = c (0.7,1,0,1)) 
p a r ( m a r = c (9,4.1,4.1,4.1) ) 
p a r (co1=1,l t y = l )
#
#
max c o<-max(vv)
yll<-(encode("max. power= " ,maxco))
#
/ plot(vv,tt, axes=F,type="l", xlab=" ”,ylab=” u) 
' * ,
a x i s (1,label=T) 
a x i s (2,label=F) 
a x i s (3,label=F) 
a x i s (4,label=T) 
box (2)
#
par(adj=0)
#
aal<-(" WINDOW ") 
aa2<-("PEAKS LOG") 
mtext(yll,4,3)
#
mtext (a a l ,1,4) 
mtext (a a 2 ,1,5)
#
p a r ( f i g = c (0, 1,0, 1) )
#
rm (seis,seisn,se,tit, convals, z,z 8,yi) 
r m (v a l ,lbs, Ion, user, i n c l , m a x c , U m a x , m i n e )  
rm (ftit,stit, set,setl, set2, m m , kk,i ) 
rm (tt,v,vv,convmen, mk, n a j ,x l )
#
print(" ",quote=F)
- 2 4  1
print(" PROCESSING ENDS AT
s y s ("d a t e ")
print(" ", quote=F)
#
END
MACRO plomax 
#
THIS MACRO WILL PLOT THE MAX. COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE COHERENCY COEFFICIENT
" , quote=F)
#
#
#
#
p r i n t  (
#
#
p r i n t ( " E N T E R :  " , q u o t e = F )
p r i n t  (" 0 TO D I S P L A Y  MAX. COEFF
W I N D O W S " , q u o t  e = F )
p r i n t  (" 1  TO D I S P L A Y  MAX. COEFF
C O E F F . )  " , q u o t  e = F )
p r i n t  (" 2 TO D I S P L A Y  MAX. COEFF
C O E F F . + M E A N ) / 2 " , q u o t e = F )  
c h o < - r e a d ( l e n g t h = l , p r i n t = F )  
p r i n t (" " , q u o t e = F )
#
#
p r i n t ( " E N T E R  TYPE OF P L O T T I N G  
p r i n t (" 1
p r i n t (" p
p r i n t (" b
d d < - r e a d ( l e n g t h = l / p r i n t = F )
#
#
t i t < - r e a d ( " o u t c o h 2 " )
#
i f ( t i t [ 3 ] = = " ! " ) {  
x m a n < - r e a d ( " f w k 3 " )
first option *
FOR G I V E N
>  A R I T H .  MEAN (MAX.
> ( H I G H E S T  MAX.
* second option 
",quote=F)
FOR LINES ",quote=F) 
POINTS", quote=F) 
BOTH ",quote=F)
#
#
'■ #• .
if (len(xman)==6){ #
if filter was used 
then to read file 
"fwk3", 
which contains all 
parameters of the filter 
crh<-( e n c o d e ( x m a n [ 2 ] ,xman [ 3], "Hz") ) }
#
if(len(xman)==8){ 
crh<-(encode("B.P. F I L T E R " , x m a n [3] , x m a n [4] ,x m a n [5]," Hz"))}} 
#
seisn<-matrix(read("outcohl"),ncol=3,byrow=T) 
t i m f < - s e i s n [,1] 
s c f C - s e i s n [,3] 
ssmax<-max(scf)
#
ss<-NULL
i<-?missing(timf)
t i m f 2 < - t i m f [ ! i ]
for(i in unique(timf2)){
scm a x < - m a x ( s c f [t i m f = = i ]) 
ss<-c (ss,scmax)
}
ssm<-mean(ss)
#
if (cho==0) {
sc2<-0
}
i f (c h o = = l ) {
sc2<-ssra
}
if(cho==2 ) {
sc2<-((ssmax+ssm)/2)
}
i < - c ( s c f < s c 2 ) 
seis<-seisn [ !i ,] 
ztz<-len(seis)
#
i f (z t z = = 3 ){
#
print (" ",quote=F)
print (" ",quote=F)
print (" THERE IS ONLY ONE MAX. VALUE SATISFYING YOUR
O P T I O N , ",quote=F)
print(" SO, I ’LL CHANGE YOUR OPTION ",quote=F)
sc2<-ssm
i<-c (scf<sc2)
s e i s < - s e i s n [!i , ]
ztz<-len(seis)
#
if (ztz==3) { 
print (" ",quote=F)
print (" ",quote=F)
s c 2 < - 0
i<-c (scf<sc2) 
s e i s < - s e i s n [!i , ] }
}
#
i f (s c 2 = = 0 ){
intit<-("PLOTTING ALL MAX. COEFF. > 0 ")}
#
if (sc2==ssm) {
intit<-("PLOTTING MAX. C O E F F .> MEAN(MAX. COEFF.)")}
# "
if(sc2== ( (ssmax + ssm ) / 2)  ) {
intitC-("PLOTTING COEFF. > (HIGHEST MAX.COEFF. + MEAN)/2")} 
#
print(intit,quote=F) 
print (" ",quote=F) 
print (" ",quote=F)
#
t i m < - s e i s [,1] 
vel<-seis [,2] 
s c 3 < - s e i s [,3]
#
em<-max (s c 3 ) 
j j<~c (sc3<em)
mah<-seis [ ! j j, ] # mah is the row of the max. coeff.
#
print (encode ("MAX. COEFF. =",mah[3]," AT TIME=" , mah [1] , "
S E C ."),q u o t e = F )
print (encode(" AND VEL . =",m a h [2] , " KM/SEC."),
q u o t e = F )
#
tt<-NULL 
vv<-NULL
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ww<-NULL 
i<-?missing(tim) 
t i m 2 < - t i m [!i ] 
for(i in unique(tim2)) {
s c m a x < - m a x ( s c 3 [ t i m = = i ] ) 
vC-vel[tim==i & sc3==scmax] 
v v < - c ( v v , v )
w<-sc3[tim==i & sc3==scmax] 
ww<-c(ww,w) 
tt<-c (tt, r e p ( i ,len(v) ) )
}
#
#
#
p a r ( f i g = c (0,0 . 65,0,1) ) 
par(mar=c(9,4.1,4.1,1.0) )
#
par (col = 2 )
#
plot (vv, t t , type=dd, axes=F, xlab=" " ,ylab=" ")
#
n a j < - t i t [8] 
if (naj=="0") {
yyl<-("Time Intercept, Sec.”) 
xl<-(’'Velocity, km/s") )
if (naj=="l") {
yyl<~("Two-Way Time, Sec.”) # (lables for
xl<-("Velocity, km/s")} # X-Y axes)
if (naj=="2") {
yyl<-("Velocity gradient, km/sec./km. ")
xl<-(" Surface Velocity, km/s")}
#
par (col = l ) 
title(ylab=yyl) 
m t e x t ( x l ,1,2) 
a x i s (1,label=T) 
a x i s (2,label=T) 
a x i s (3,label=F) 
a x i s (4,label=F) 
box (2)
#
t i t [1]<-("MAXIMUM COHERENCY COEFFICIENTS DISPLAY") 
ftit<-(encode (tit[5] ,tit [4] ) )
#
par (fig=c(0,1,0, 1) ) 
mtext (tit[l],3,2) 
m t e x t (t i t [2],3,1)
#
par (adj = 0 ) 
mtext ( ftit,1, 4) 
m t e x t ( t i t [6],1,5) 
mtext (tit [7] , 1, 6) 
mtext(intit,1,7)
#
i f ( t i t [3]=="1"){
mtext(crh,1,8)}
#
# = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ; = = = = : = = = = = s = s = = = =
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#
# * plotting window peaks log section *
#
par (new=T)
par(fig = c (0. 6 , 1, 0,1) ) 
p a r ( m a r = c (9,4 . 1,4 . 1, 4.1) ) 
par(col=2,lty=l)
#
#
plot (ww, t t , a x e s = F , t y p e = 111" , xlab=" If,ylab=" ")
#
max c o<-max(ww)
yll<- (encode ( "max . power= ",raaxco) )
#
#
par (c o 1 = 1) 
a x i s (1,l a b e l = T ) 
a x i s (2,label=F) 
a x i s (3,label=F) 
a x i s (4,label=T) 
box (2)
#
par (adj = 0 )
#
aal<-(" WINDOW ” ) 
a a 2 < - ( " P E A K S  L O G ” )
#
m t e x t ( a a l ,1,4) 
m t e x t ( a a 2 , 1,5) 
m t e x t ( y l l ,4,3)
#
r m ( s e i s ,s e i s n , t i t ,m a x c o ,i) 
r m ( f t i t,t t , v,vv,n a j,xl)
#
'par(f i g = c (0 , 1,0,1))
# ' - 
E ND
- 2 4 6 -
m a c r o  p l o s p c
u
T H I S  MACRO WILL D I S P L A Y  THE COHERENCY 
C O I F F I C I E N T S  I N  ONE F I G U R E  BY TWO PLOTS :
1) VELOCITY SPECTRUM
2) WINDOW PEAKS LOG
NOTE :
#===== two options avialable; desiered
n coefficient and scaling factor.
u
Tt
print(" THIS MACRO HAS TWO OPTIONS: DESIERED COEFF.
AND SCALING FACTOR ",quote=F)
41tr
print(" " ,quote=F)
print (" ON THE gould, USE HOLS 1 TO TYPE TITLES ", quote=F)
print (’* USE HOLE 2 TO PLOT RESULTS ",quote=F)
print(" ",quote=F)
# * first option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=F)
print(" 0 TO DISPLAY ALL COHERENCY COEFFICIENT VALUES
",quote=F)
41
IT
print (" 1 TO DISPLAY COEFFICIENTS > MEAN VALUE
",quote=F)
#
print(" 2 TO DISPLAY COEFFICIENTS > ( MEAN+MAX.
VALUE) / 2" , quote=F)
#
valC-read(length=l, print=F)
#
#
print(" ",quote=F)
# * second option *
print(" ENTER: ",quote=?)
print (" SCALING FACTOR ”,quote=F)
#
xx<-read(length=l,p r i n t = F ) 
nn<-c (xx/10)
41tr
t i t < - r e a d ("outcoh2")
#
if (tit [3] =="1" ) { = if filter was used
xman<-read (" fwk3" ) = then to read file
# "fwk3",contains
if(len(xman)==6){ # filter parameters
#
crh<- (encode (xman[2] ,xman [ 3] , "Hz") ) } 
if(len(xman)==8) { 
crh<- (encode ( "B .P . F I L T E R ",xman[3 ] , x m a n [4] ,x m a n [5 J , "Hz") ) }}
#
seis<-matrix(read("outcohl") ,ncol = 3, byrow=T)
#
t m < - s e i s [ , 1 ]
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vl<-seis [ , 2 ] 
s c < - s e i s [ ,3]
ntt
em<-max(sc) 
j j <-c (s c < e m )
mah<-seis [ ! j j, ] # mah is the row of the max. coeff.
u
TT
print (encode ( "MAX . COEFF. = ’’/mah[3]/" AT TIME=" , mah [ 1 ] , " 
S E C ."),q u o t e = F )
print(encode (" AND V E L . = " /mah[2]/" KM/SEC."),
q u o t e = F ) 
n
Tt
scmeanC-mean(sc) 
s cmaxC-max(sc)
#
if(val = = l ) ( x x l < - s c m e a n
sc[sc<xxl]<-0}
#
if(val==2) { x x l < - ((scmean+scmax) /2)
sc[sc<xxl]<-0}
#
u
Tt
p a r (f i g = c (0,0.78,0,1)) 
par (mar=c (9,4.1,4-. 1,2.4) )
41t t
p a r ( c o l = 2 )
41t t
tts<-NULL
tts<-c (tm+ ( (sc/scnax) *nn) )
#
tt<-NULL 
vv<-NULL 
i < - ? m i s s i n g (tm) 
y l < - t m [!i]
 ^ scl<-sc [ !i ]
for(i in unique (yl) ) { # (computing max.
scmax<-max (scl [yl==i] ) # coeff. for each
v<-scl[yl==i & scl==scmax] # window)
w < - c  (w, v) 
tt<-c(tt,rep(i,len(v)))}
#
41tr
plot(vl, tts , axes=F,t y p e = "1",xlab=" ",ylab=" ")
41tr
n a j < - t i t [8] 
if (naj = = " 0 ") {
yyl<-("Time Intercept, Sec.") 
xl<-("Velocity, km/s") }
if (naj=="l") {
yyl<-("Two-Way Time, Sec.") # (lables for
xl<-("Velocity, km/s")} # X-Y axes )
if (naj=="2") {
yy1<-("Velocity gradient, km/sec./km.") 
xl<- ("Surface Velocity, km/s")}
#
par (col = l ) 
title(ylab=yyl) 
mtext (xl,1,2)
- 2 4 8 -
axis (1,label=T) 
a x i s (2,label=T) 
axis (3, label = F) 
a x i s (4,label=F) 
box (2)
#
t i t [1]<-("VELOCITY SPECTRUM ANALYSIS") 
ftit<- (encode (tit[5] ,tit [4] ) ) 
stt<-(encode("SCALING FACTOR=" , xx) )
#
par(fig=c(0, 1,0, 1) ) 
mtext (tit [ 1] ,3,2) 
mtext (tit [2] ,3,1)
#
par (adj = 0 ) 
mtext ( f t i t ,1,4) 
m t e x t (t i t [6],1,5) 
m t e x t (t i t [7],1,6) 
mtext (s t t ,1,7)
#
i f ( t i t [3]=="1"){
mtext (crh, 1,8)}
#
# ( plotting window oeaks log section )
#
p a r ( n e w = T )
p a r ( f i g = c (0.7,1,0,1)) 
p a r ( m a r = c (9, 4.1, 4.1, 4.1) ) 
p a r ( c o l = 2 , l t y = l )
#
plot(vv,tt,axes=F,type="l", xlab=" ",ylab=" ")
#
max c o<-max(vv)
yll<-(encode("max. power= ",maxco))
#
par (col = l ) 
axis (1,label = T) 
axis (2,label=F) 
axis (3,label=F) 
axis (4,label=T) 
b o x (2) 
par (adj = 0 )
#
aal<-(" WINDOW ") 
aa2<-("PEAKS LOG")
#
m t e x t (a a l ,1,4) 
mtext ( a a 2 , 1, 5) 
mtext (y11, 4,3)
#
par (fig=c(0, 1, 0 , 1) )
#
rm(seis, seisn,se, tit, convals, z , zl,sc,yl) 
rm(val,lbs,Ion,user, incl,maxc, U m a x ,m i n e ) 
rm(ftit,stit, set, setl, s e t 2 , m m ,kk, i ) 
r m ( t t ,v,vv,convmen, m k , n a j ,x l )
#
e n d
-
